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 Abstract 
Predicting customer demand is the key factor to achieve excellence in supply-
chain performance (Rick Hoole & Shrunti Mandana, 2005). When businesses 
become more and more competitive, excellence in the supply chain turns into a 
prerequisite for survival. Making predictions of the future is seldom easy and is 
dependent on gained experience from historical events – events of either 
qualitative or quantitative character. A forecasting process needs to be in place to 
point the direction where to seek inputs and how to evaluate them making the 
most accurate prediction. 
 
This paper is about designing a forecasting process for the creation of a 
production unit forecast for the European region. Protein Separation - Sales 
Support Europe (PS-SSE) is a support function within one of the businesses of GE 
Healthcare and is responsible for the creation of the production unit forecast for 
the European region. 
 
In the paper the empirical study showed an existing process highly dependent on 
qualitative inputs from senior forecasters due to lack of good-quality inputs from 
quantitative sources. The process wasn't defined or recorded which led to that 
experience from past judgments were lost and was a reason to inconsistent 
usage of source data.  
 
The paper has identified the need for tracking new sources such as net demand, 
gross demand and prospect development. Together with budget data these 
sources has shown to provide vital information in the forecasting process. The 
paper provides information how the sources finds their way into the forecast and 
also gives measures for evaluating their quality.  
 
Simplicity, accuracy, traceability and stability have been pointed out as important 
guidelines throughout the design of the forecasting process. Understanding has 
been weighted to complexity and graphical presentation is emphasized for the 
presentations. Scattered source data are brought together so that cross 
calculations between different source data can be carried out. The calculated 
values together with other vital input are lined-up and presented for the 
forecaster at one place. 
Reviews are a cornerstone in a forecasting process and without them the 
forecaster is blindfolded in his attempt improving the existing process. In the 
paper suggestions for different areas of reviews been suggested, not only for the 
final forecast and not always issued by PS-SSE.  
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Sammanfattning 
Att kunna förutsäga efterfrågan är en vital del i eftersträvandet av en 
effektiv ”supply-kedja” (Rick Hoole & Shrunti Mandana, 2005). Då affärsklimatet 
och konkurrenssituationen hårdnar blir en effektiv ”supply-kedja” en förutsättning 
för överlevnad för dagens företag. Att förutsäga en framtida händelse är sällan 
enkelt och är i de flesta fall direkt beroende av att erfarenhet från historiska 
händelser utnyttjas – händelser av både kvantitativ och kvalitativ natur. En 
prognosprocess är till för att peka på var information kan inhämtas och hur denna 
information skall behandlas för att i slutändan leda till en träffsäker prognos. 
 
Detta examensarbete har till uppgift att designa en prognosprocess för skapandet 
av en prognos som visar behovet av antalet instrument efterfrågade av den 
Europeiska sälj regionen.  Protein Separation – Sales Support Europe (PS-SSE) är 
en support funktion inom GE Healthcare som har till uppgift att skapa denna 
prognos för den Europeiska regionen.  
 
Den empiriska studien visade att dagens prognosprocess i mycket stor 
utsträckning var beroende av ett bedömande moment från de rutinerade 
prognosmakarna. En anledning till detta var att de kvantitativa källorna visade 
data av dålig kvalitet. Processen kunde inte beskrivas i distinkta steg och saknade 
helt uppföljningar. 
 
Examensarbetet kom tidigt till slutsatsen att nya källor för information måste 
eftersökas, källor som stod i närmare relation till vad som efterfrågades i den 
slutliga prognosen. Historisk efterfrågan, prospekt utveckling och budget data är 
några av de källor som identifierats. Arbetet visar även hur dessa källor finner sin 
väg till den slutliga prognosen samt hur data kvaliteten som presenteras bör 
utvärderas och bedömas.   
 
Enkelhet, träffsäkerhet, spårbarhet och stabilitet har pekats ut som led ord då 
prognosprocessen designats. Där matematiska formler använts har förståelsen 
vägts mot fördelarna vid användandet av mer komplexa formler. Vikten av 
uppföljningar och analys av de prognoser som framställs har påvisats som en 
absolut nödvändighet. Utan uppföljningar riskerar förbättringar i processen att 
utebli och erfarenhet från historiska händelser går förlorad. Olika områden för 
uppföljningar är identifierade, uppföljningar som inte uteslutande är för den 
slutliga prognosen eller nödvändigtvis utförde av PS-SSE. I de förslag till fortsatt 
arbete som återfinns i arbetet nämns skapandet av databas där all källdata kan 
lagras och förberedas för prognoserna. Detta ger PS-SSE en möjlighet att fokusera 
mer på en validering av data istället för förberedelser av densamma. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter introduces the reader to the subject, the company and the project as 
such. 

1.1. Introduction to the subject 
The curiosity to look into the “crystal-ball” and being able to foretell the outcome 
of a future event is something anyone would like to do from time to time. Some 
things about the future will always stay uncertain while others can be predicted to 
certain extents. For companies in a business such as the one in this thesis 
curiosity is replaced by necessity to ensure the company stays competitive. In the 
wake of better predictions the company can easier meet demand with supply and 
simultaneously improve inventory management and keeping costs to a minimum.  
 
The subject of forecasting is more than just arriving at a final prediction/number. 
An understanding for the factors involved and building on past experience are 
important features which have to be built in to the design of the forecasting 
process. 

1.2. About GE Healthcare 
GE Healthcare, a GE (General Electric) subsidiary, is a global company in the 
healthcare business with customers dispersed around the globe. It has above 
43,000 employees distributed in over 100 countries. Protein Separation (PS) is a 
division within GE Healthcare and focuses on the chromatography industry. 
Chromatography is a technique to analyze different components within substance. 
To serve customers that utilizes this technique a serie 
of instruments have been developed under the family 
name of ÄKTA. The ÄKTA family consists of a wide 
range of instruments of different sizes and complexity. 
The standard instrumentsw are manufactured in Umeå, 
Sweden, from where they are delivered via the central 
distribution point in Uppsala, Sweden, to customers all 
around the world. Based on volume and labor intensity 
the core ÄKTA family (later only ÄKTA family), consisting 
of the Basic, Basic UPC, Explorer and Purifier, are the 
single most important instrument family manufactured 
in Umeå.  
 
Protein Separation is divided into a number of different sales regions of which 
Europe is one. The forecast for the European region is created by the sales 
support function (Protein Separations Sales Support Europe, PS-SSE) which is 
located in Freiburg, Germany. 
 
More information at www.GE.com and www.GEHealthcare.com 

                                                      
w see wordlist 

Figure  1-1 

Picture of an ÄKTA Explorer 

 

http://www.GE.com
http://www.GEHealthcare.com
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1.3. Background and problem discussion 
The project is to design a process for the creation of a unit production forecast 
(forecast) for the ÄKTA-family in the sales region Europe. Manufacturing, who 
requests this forecast, asks for the net unit numberwof instruments to be produced 
during a specific time period. For the European region to be able to provide this 
unit number information is retrieved from a number of data sources and together 
with knowledge and experience compiled into a forecast by PS-SSE. Compiling 
and retrieving information is not a well defined process in Europe today. How the 
data is compiled into a forecast varies and adjustments made to the forecast are 
difficult to trace. The accuracy in submitted forecasts in relation to the effort 
creating the same hasn’t reached a satisfying level. A lot of effort is allocated to 
work with the data sources - a work that re-starts from scratch in the beginning of 
every month. Available reviews for the forecast accuracy are indistinct and no 
reviews for the forecasted values are today made on a regular basis. 
Improving the forecasting process will provide a higher forecasting accuracy. 
Benefits from improved accuracy will have an impact along the whole supply 
chain, from the companies supplying the manufacturing site with material to the 
end customers of GE Healthcare.  
• By improving the accuracy in the unit forecast created manufacturing will 

have the possibility to better plan capacity and purchase of material – 
improved inventory management. 

• Higher forecasting accuracy will provide shorter lead time and a better 
possibility to meet requested deliveries to GE Healthcare customers. 

• Improving the forecasting process will make better use of the experience and 
knowledge within the European sales region. 

1.4. Objectives 
The objective for this project is to design a forecasting process for the European 
sales region for the creation of a unit production forecast. A design that helps the 
region to retrieve the net unit number needed by manufacturing more efficient 
and with an improved accuracy.  

 Critical for the quality (CTQ) of this project will be to identify and define the 
data sources to be used to compile a production forecast. Give suggestions for 
a process that is simple, user friendly, gives way for a higher forecasting 
accuracy and enables traceability. Introduce mathematics to compile a “base 
forecast” and thereby reducing the repetitive work with source data. Identify 
important building blocks surrounding and supporting the forecasting process, 
e.g. reviews. CTQ’s: Accuracy, Simplicity, Time, Traceability and Stability 

1.5. Scope 
Considered the time and available resources the scope for this project will be 
narrowed to only consider the unit production forecast for the ÄKTA-familyw which 
is today created for region Europe by PS-SSE. Suggestions for improvements will 
be regarding what sources to use and how these should be compiled. Also, 
identify actions or inputs needed from process within or surrounding the 
forecasting process to make it last and be stable through time. 
                                                      
w see wordlist chapter 10 
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2. Method 
In this chapter the research methods and mode of procedure will be walked 
through. The chapter ends with a discussion where validation, reliability and 
eventual problems regarding the methodology approach are presented. 

2.1. Method of investigation 
In this section strategy, approach and data collection are discussed.  

2.1.1. Strategy 

There are a number of different methods to use when conducting a research. 
These methods of investigation are dependent on the character of the research 
questions for which answers are sought. Yin (1994) provides five different key 
methods; experimental, survey, archival analysis, history and case studies. In this 
paper two key research questions exists. The first question is how the forecasting 
process can be improved. To be able to answer the first question a second 
questions follows; what is done today. A case study is described as an empirical 
study based on events of today and is a relevant approach to answer research 
questions of both “how” and “what” character (ibid). For this paper a case study 
approach has been found suitable which is also stated by Eriksson, Wiedersheim-
Paul (2001) to be an appropriate study when working with process changes. 

2.1.2. Approach 

A research may be of two kinds, qualitative or quantitative. Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill (2000) describe a qualitative research as the opportunity to investigate a 
subject as real as possible. A qualitative research is based on non-quantifiable 
data such as perceptions and attitudes. The purpose of a qualitative study is to 
create a better understanding for the studied area (Holme and Solvang, 1991). A 
quantitative research is based on numerical data, or data that can be 
transformed to such. To be able to answer the “what” question in this paper (see 
above) the approach has been qualitative and the objective has been to provide a 
better understanding for the present process. This research has not solely had a 
qualitative approach but also a quantitative. One example where quantitative 
data has been used is when measuring the performance of the present 
forecasting process.  

2.1.3. Data collection 

Collected data can be either primary and/or secondary. If data is collected for the 
first time it is primary while if already existing, secondary (Eriksson and 
Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001). Data may be collected in several ways and according to 
Yin (1994) a good case study relies on as many sources as possible to ensure high 
quality. The usage of multiple sources becomes most important when working 
with secondary sources. A secondary source may be compiled to suite a different 
objective and may not be suitable for other purposes. Using multiple sources to 
ensure high quality is called triangulation by Saunders et al (2000).  
In this paper both primary data and secondary data have been collected. A table 
is provided below showing the main sources utilized for this paper. 
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Qualitative data Collection Quantitative data Collection 

Interviews Primary Existing reports (e.g. Backlog 
report) 

Secondary 

Documentation Primary Direct extractions from ERP 
system 

Secondary 

Table  2-1 Different sources for data collection 

To provide an understanding for the present forecasting process in the region 
interviews were frequently conducted. Interviews can be categorized in three 
types (Yin, 1994): open-ended, focus or structured. An open-ended interview is 
where the respondent is asked for facts together with their opinion. The interview 
is not structured and has a conversational nature (ibid). Interviews made for this 
paper were open-ended and had a natural discussion like nature. The author 
worked in close collaboration during the time with several people involved in the 
forecasting process and when questions rise they were asked directly. The 
interviews were carried out either by phone, e-mail or face-to-face. A problem 
with interviews was that a question did not always come with the same answer if 
the question was asked twice – inconsistence was also one key issue with the 
existing forecasting process. This inconsistence was most evident when questions 
for how the sources were utilized and compiled into a forecast were asked.  
Documentation that was asked for contained information about the procedure 
and definitions how to enter prospects into the prospect database. For the 
existing reports the accuracy and appropriateness where frequently questioned 
by the author. These reports were in many cases created to suit other purposes 
than those of PS-SSE. To ensure that right data were used and that the reports 
consisted of appropriate data extractions were made directly from different ERP 
systems to justify the use of these reports. This data is still secondary, the 
collection wasn’t observed by the author, but hasn’t been subjected to 
manipulation of any kind and reports could be defined and created from “raw” 
data. 

2.2. Mode of procedure 
In an attempt to provide a better understanding for how this paper was written 
this section will provide the work flow from a high perspective. 

Figure  2-1 Mode of procedure 

 
Define the present forecasting process (chapter 3) 
In the first step the objective was to define the present forecasting process. What 
sources were utilized and how did they find their way to the final forecast sent to 
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production. Numerous interviews/discussions were held with responsible 
forecasting personal within PS-SSE. 
 
Measure (chapter 4) 
Next was to take a deeper look into the identified sources. A thorough definition 
for the core data from which the existing reports were built up from was 
conducted. Interviews were initiated with responsible people and ERP specialists. 
The relevance using the source as input for the forecast was discussed.  
 
High level draft/Identify additional sources/Measure (chapter 4 & 5) 
At this point some sources were excluded while a need for new data also became 
evident. A first high level draft what sources should be used and what still needed 
to be found appeared. When new sources were identified contact was again 
initiated with responsible people and ERP specialists to define the core data.  
 
To this point no theory had been consulted and deciding the relevance for the use 
of different sources was based on simple argumentation for pro and cons by the 
author. Before moving to the next step literature studies were conducted to find 
models apply on the data. These theories included forecasting models of both 
simple and more complex nature. The theories looked at are all well known and 
appears in most books regarding forecasting (time series decomposition, simple 
regression and descriptive statistics). One book frequently consulted were 
Makridakis, Wheelwright and Hyndmans Forecasting Methods and Applications 
(1998) which included most theories used and why few other books were used as 
reference.  
 
Build models (chapter 4 & 5)  
For the individual sources the literature study had provided ideas for how the 
collected data could be used. The advantages and disadvantages for each 
individual source were identified. 
 
Design (chapter 5) 
Until this point the sources identified for the forecast had mostly been kept 
separate. The above step gave an idea how they could complement each other. 
The design of the final model was both to bring all scattered reports into one place 
(an Excel workbook) and in a good way compile the complementing sources.  
 
Test 
The design was tested and the forecasters could give comments and ask for 
additional features to be included.  

2.3. Method discussion 
The objective for this paper was to design a forecasting process which had to be 
simple but yet efficient and give way for improved accuracy. The design of a 
forecasting process is very much dependent on its surrounding, i.e. available 
resources, type of products, company features etc. One process design might 
work perfectly in one company but be worthless in another. Therefore theories 
can not be expected to be found to answer all questions regarding a design of a 
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forecasting process. The first step was to make the best of the individual sources 
and in this step theories were frequently used but in the final design the key 
objectives for this paper; accuracy, simplicity, time, traceability and stability have 
been the guidelines. Provided the available time and resources for the project the 
method used to answer the research questions has had no alternative.  

2.3.1. Validity 

Validity is a measure of relevance for the research, i.e. the relevance between data 
collected and derived conclusions (Eriksson, Widersheim-Paul, 2001). A frequent 
method to ascertain a high validity for the data in this paper has been usage of 
multiple sources (triangulation) and as far as possible primary data. During the 
time writing this paper the author have had the possibility to ask face-to-face 
questions as soon as any question mark has shown, this is expected to have had 
an positive effect on the validity of this paper. Finally the responsible persons for 
the forecasting process have had the possibility to read through and comment 
the paper along its course.  

2.3.2. Reliability 

When a research is conducted it is of importance that both collected information 
and drawn conclusions are evaluated. According to Yin (1994) the aim of reliability 
is to ensure that if a future researcher conducted the same study the findings and 
conclusions would be the same. Above it was said that a forecast design as such 
is highly dependent on its surroundings and also that the final design was more 
based on guidelines provided in the objectives for the paper rather than existing 
theories. If next researcher emphasized more on simplicity than on accuracy 
when designing a forecasting process it would show in the final result. The 
conclusion what sources to use is not as fragile as the final design. And here the 
author has been keen to provide the reader with all facts available together with 
solid argumentation – this explains the presence of many of the appendixes. 
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3. Theory 
In this chapter theory for used methods are presented. 
 
In an article written by Mentzer and Cox (1984) is said that forecasting is one of 
the most crucial aspects of planning for companies of every size. For the physical 
distribution accurate short-range forecasts are necessary to set inventory levels, 
purchase of material, production planning etc. Forecasts for a longer horizon 
becomes important to determine investments, hiring and layoff of personal and 
long range objectives (ibid). To accurately predict our customers demand is the 
key factor to achieve excellence in supply chain performance. Rick Hoole and 
Shruti Mandana (2005) identifies three building blocks to be of particular 
importance to achieve this excellence. Their findings are based on a 
benchmarking survey of 40 companies in various areas which were conducted by 
“The Performance Measurement Group”. In short they are;  

• measure of forecast accuracy  
• forecast process improvements utilizing behavioral incentives  
• reduce the dependence of the forecast in the supply chain  

 
Theory for how forecast accuracy can be measured is found in the “Surrounding 
the forecasting process” section (6.8) where different methods and techniques are 
discussed. When it comes to process improvements Rick Hoole et al emphasize 
the need for process design and execution excellence. The use of statistical tools 
is one part which is mentioned for the design and to be of great importance. In 
this paper statistical tools are frequently used and these are explained in the 
“Quantitative methods” section. Relaying only on forecasts built from the use of 
statistical tools is in many cases not useful. Judgmental methods are therefore 
discussed in the “Qualitative Methods” section. The last topic mentioned by Rick 
Hoole et al is out of the scope for this paper but is identified in the suggestions for 
further work in the “Conclusion” chapter.  
 
The future is either predictable or unpredictable, in the rare cases of the former 
predictions can be based on either quantitative or qualitative methods. This work 
will consider both methods and both will be explained in more detail further below. 

3.1. Quantitative methods 
A quantitative method can according to Makridakis, Wheelwright and Hyndman 
(1998) be applied when information about the past is available, the information 
can be quantified in numerical form and finally that it can be assumed that some 
aspects of a past pattern will continue in the future.  
Two different models exist for quantitative forecasting; time-series models and 
explanatory models. The latter assumes that there exists an independent variable 
which, to a certain level, can explain the behavior of the forecasted variable. Time-
series on the other hand treats the data as contained and not influenced by other 
variables and solely seeks to explain the historical pattern to extrapolate and 
thereby predicting the future.  
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When there is quantitative data series available Makridakis et al suggests five 
basic steps to find an appropriate model for the forecast: 

1. Problem definition 
The first step is of great importance and if there isn’t an understanding for the 
usage and purpose of the forecast an appropriate forecasting model will most 
likely not be found.  
2. Gathering information 
The quality of data entering the analysis phase is crucial and the old statistical 
saying “shit-in-shit-out” definitely proves it’s meaning. 
3. Preliminary analysis (exploratory) 
The third step is to provide an understanding for the data series we are 
working with. By visualizing the data in time plots, seasonal plots and scatter 
plots an understanding for its basic behavior will appear. Based on this 
understanding the analysis can be more thorough and seasonal behavior, 
trends and eventual correlations can be further exploited. 
4. Choosing a fitting model 
Understanding the data will help to choose the most appropriate model for the 
forecasting.  
5. Using and evaluating the forecasting model 

 
Step 3-5 are followed by a set of forecasting tools which demand further 
explanatory theory to provide a better understanding for models used in thesis.  

3.1.1. Visualizing 

There are many different ways to visualize data and its importance is significant in 
creating a basic understanding for the data. A time plot is a graphical 
presentation of data plotted over time. It will reveal trends and eventual seasonal 
behavior in the data (or any other systematic feature occurring through time). 
Given knowledge about the eventual patterns in the graph will help in further 
approaching the data. Makridakis et al mentions four patterns that can be 
distinguished in a time plot; horizontal, seasonal, cyclical and trend. A good way of 
further investigate data that behaves in a seasonal manner is to construct a 
seasonal plot. A seasonal plot will further reveal underlying seasonal patterns in 
the observed data and also if there are substantial departures from the seasonal 
pattern requiring further investigation. For explanatory models a scatter plot is 
helpful visualizing the relationship between two (or more) variables. If the graph 
shows the plotted points distributed in a diagonal manner a strong relationship/ 
correlation could be assumed.  

3.1.2. Descriptive statistics 

For single time series data the most common statistics utilized are the mean, the 
standard deviation and the variance. For the explanatory models the relationship 
between variables are what interests and here the covariance and correlation are 
widely used for describing the relationship. Below a short summary for how these 
statistics are calculated and used will follow. For more extensive and detailed 
description the reader is suggested to consult books written in the area of 
statistics or quantitative forecasting where these common measures are widely 
used and described in detail. E.g.: Introduction to Time Series and Forecasting 
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(Brockwell and  Davis, 2002) or Forecasting Methods and Application (Makridakis, 
Wheelwright and Hyndman, 1998). 
 
The mean will be used in following calculations and is simply the calculated 
average of a number of observations and is a measure for the center of a data set. 
The notation, formulas and description for these statistics are based on 
Makridakis et al.  
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Table  3-1 Equation table for descriptive statistics 

Based on the mean the deviation from mean is easily calculated as the deviation 
between ith observation and the mean. The sum of the deviation will always equal 
zero unless it’s either taken calculated as the absolute deviation or the squared 
deviation – which provide a more descriptive statistic and therefore frequently 
used. The formula for the mean absolute deviation and squared deviation is 
provided in table 3-1. Calculating the variance is very similar to the squared 
deviation with the only difference of using n-1 in the denominator. The reason has 
a mathematical explanation and the variance exerts preferable mathematical 
properties. The standard deviation is simply the square root of the variance.  
Both mean absolute deviation (MAD) and the standard deviation (S) are measures 
for how the data spread out from its mean.  
 
When measuring the extent of a relationship between two variables, how 
variables “co-vary”, the calculation for covariance is used. The unit for the 
covariance becomes problematic and the interpretation of the calculated value is 
difficult to appreciate. This is one reason why the correlation coefficient is 
calculated. It is dimension-less and will provide a value in a limited range (-1 to +1) 
which makes it more easy to interpret. A correlation coefficient that is below zero 
indicates a negative relationship and strength of the correlation is decided by the 
closeness to the outer boundaries of the range (-1 to +1) – zero indicating no 
correlation.  
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Table  3-2 Equation table for covariance and correlation 
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The correlation coefficient is the covariance divided by the multiplied value of the 
standard deviation for the two variables making it a dimension less relative 
measure for the correlation. More about the use of the correlation is explained in 
the section below. 

3.1.3. Correlation 

The use of both the covariance and correlation measure is to decide the strength 
of a linear relationship between two variables. The measure will not be useful as a 
measure for any other expected curvature of the relationship (exponential etc). 
Makridakis et al also stress the need for caution when there are only few pair-data 
points available. The forecaster can expect these correlations to have a high 
standard deviation and only when the sample size exceeds n=30 do they become 
stable (ibid). As a third remark the awareness of the King-Kong effect is mentioned. 
The King-Kong effect is the effect the presence of extreme values has in the 
correlation calculation. This presence leads to a so called skewed distribution and 
may have a significant impact on the calculated value (ibid). 
 
Finding and describing the relationship between the two variables can be done by 
using the least square method. This can be illustrated as to fit a linear curve 
(formula 3.8) to the points in the scatter plot by minimizing the mean squared 
error (MSE). Where “a” is the interception point of the curve and “b” the slope. This 
method is known as a simple linear regression (Makridakis et al). Simple regression 
will be outlined in more details in the section below named “Forecasting Models”.  

3.8) (Formula  Y

,regression Simple

bXa +=
 

Just because a relationship is found between two variables doesn't mean that one 
variable cause the actual increase to the other. The number of reported cases of 
skin cancer per week may have a strong relationship to the number of ice creams 
sold per week. Of course the victims to skin cancer are not the actual cause 
behind the increased sales. Instead a third variable which Makridakis et al refers 
to as a lurking variable is what causes the increased sales, in this case the number 
of sun hour per day.  

3.1.4. Decomposition analysis 

The decomposition analysis is usually employed to identify the basic underlying 
pattern that characterizes the analyzed time series data. By different methods 
both trends and seasonal pattern can easily be identified which will here be briefly 
explained. Many forecasting analysis’s are based on the concept of smoothing 
past values to better reveal an underlying pattern hidden in randomness 
(Matridakis et al). Decomposition methods are a well proven technique where the 
data is assumed to be built up by a pattern plus a random error. For a data set 
built up from both a trend and a seasonal component the mathematical 
representation would look like: 
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There are at this point two different models to choose from approaching the data, 
additative or multiplicative. An additative model is appropriate if the magnitude of 
the seasonal fluctuations does not vary with the level of the series while a 
multiplicative is suitable when the fluctuations are proportionally to the level of 
the series (Makridakis et al). For both methods the first step is to de-trend the data. 
This can be done in numerous ways where the data is smoothed with different 
techniques (simple moving averages, centered moving averages, weighted 
moving averages, local regression etc.). The aim is to figure out if the data exercise 
any trend and if so the “level” of this trend at different points in time. When the 
trend is identified the original data is “de-trended” by subtracting the trend from 
the original data. The seasonal component plus error component is what remains 
and Makridakis et al here chooses to estimate the seasonal indices as the average 
for the de-trended values for each season (month etc.).   
 
The decomposition analysis is a straight forward and simple approach to time 
series data including the seasonal and trend factors - more complex methods and 
one will be explained in the following section. The decomposition analysis’s should 
not be seen strictly as a forecasting method but rather as useful tool 
understanding the time series (Matridakis et al).  For more details about the 
various techniques utilized when decomposing the data into trend and seasonal 
components the reader is referred to further reading in literature covering the 
topics. (Eg. Makridakis et al). 

3.1.5. Forecasting models 

Built on exponential smoothing of past values the Holt-Winter’s forecasting 
method involves three smoothing parameters to smooth; the data, the trend, and 
seasonal index. Exponential smoothing indicates that decaying weights are given 
to past data where the more recent observations are those with the highest 
weight.  The method was extended based on Holt’s Linear method (only cared for 
the trend) to also capture seasonal behavior by Winter in the 1960 (Makridakis et 
al). 
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Figure  3-1 Equation table for the Holt Winter’s method 

The Holt-Winter’s method with corresponding formulas above has been used to 
calculate some of the graphs provided in APPENDIX G. The model demands three 
smoothing parameters to be set; α, β and γ. These will decide how quickly the 
forecast will respond to changes in past data. These parameters can be optimized 
using a non-linear optimization algorithm and by minimizing MSE. The above 
presented formulas are for a multiplicative approach for the modeled seasonality. 
Holt-Winter’s method also has formulas to capture an additative modeled 
seasonality but it will not be covered here. 
 
Where there exist one (or more) explanatory variables that have a correlation to 
the forecasted variables there are another set of forecasting models to consider. 
These are the regression methods and depending on if there is one or more 
variables to be used there is simple and multiple regression. The simple regression 
will try to explain the forecasted variable, Y, by looking at the explanatory variable, 
X. A scatter-plot is created and the normal case is here to fit a linear-curve to the 
observed points adopting the least-square method (mentioned earlier). There are 
of course cases where X exercise a non-linear relationship to Y which can be 
solved by fitting a non-linear (exponential, quadric or cubic) curve by the least 
square method (Matridakis et al). The simple regression is a special case of the 
multiple regressions. The multiple uses multiple explanatory variables to predict 
the forecasted variable, as shown in formula below. 

3.14) (Formula  eX...XXY k22110 +++++= kbbbb  

3.1.6. Evaluation 

A number of tools are available for evaluating forecasting models. The usage of 
the tools described below have a more broad usage than solely ranking 
forecasting models and that is to provide information for the reliability of the 
methods finally utilized.  The definitions below are based on Makridakis et al. 
 
The mean squared error (MSE) is a common measure for the forecast error and 
exercise a mathematical advantage to the more easily interpreted mean absolute 
deviation (MAD). Important to point out is that these measures can only be used 
comparing data for the same period of time. The measures are not scaled or 
relative and the size of the error depend on the scale of the data. The mean 
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average percentage error is for this reason often utilized to give the relative 
accuracy.  
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Table  3-3 Equation table for evaluation measures 

Simply applying these measures to the forecasting model may not say much 
unless compared to some sort of base. Makridakis et al therefore suggests using a 
naïve forecast to be created for comparison. If the data set exercise a seasonal 
pattern this should first be removed. A naïve forecast is simply using the most 
recent observation as the forecast.  
 
A good way of showing the reliability for a forecast is the use of prediction 
intervals. A forecast cannot be expected to be a hundred percent accurate and a 
prediction interval will emphasize this (Makridakis et al). These prediction intervals 
are usually based on the MSE which works as an estimate for the variance (ibid). 
The standard deviation therefore becomes the square root of the MSE. The 
assumption needed to construct these prediction intervals is that the error value 
can be assumed to be normally distributed around a zero mean (ibid). 

interval  theofy propbailit and width  thedetermines what isz,

3.20) (Formula  F

interval, Prediction

1n MSEz±+  

The value of set is taken from a normal distribution table where for example a 
value of z=1,96 will give a prediction interval with a certainty of 95 percent. 
 
For the fitted curve in the scatter plot it may be interesting to know the confidence 
interval providing. If both a and b in the simple regression formula (Formula 3.8) in 
section  3.1.3 can be assumed as random variables the confidence interval can be 
calculated for the two variables separately (Makridakis et al).  
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Table  3-4 Equation table for standard error and confidence intervals 

In the two formulas to the right “t” is a variable that is set based on the degrees of 
freedom and the level of confidence wanted. It is based on the “t-distribution” 
where the t-value can be calculated for different (curve tail) probabilities and 
degrees of freedom. The t-value is frequently provided in appendixes in the 
statistical literature as a table value (e.g. in Makridakis et al). 
A number of tools and models have now been given and the three final steps 
mentioned in the beginning of this section (quantitative forecasting) can be 
walked through finally deciding on a forecasting model to use. 

3.2. Qualitative methods 
When there isn’t historical data available to create a quantitative forecast the 
need for other methods becomes apparent. For example the lack of historical 
data will be evident in the case of a new product introduction (NPI) and here the 
expectations for demand cannot build on the history. In these cases a judgmental 
or qualitative forecast has to be set up. There are a number of approaches in this 
stage and Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) gives four sources to where the needed 
information could be sought; sales-force estimate, executive opinion, market 
research and Delphi method (a group of anonymous experts). The qualitative 
forecasting methods are not solely used by them selves and instead they are 
frequently practiced in combination with the quantitative methods. The judgment 
would be of interest to adjust a quantitative forecast where the track record is 
poor and the decision maker has an important contextual knowledge or to make 
adjustments to compensate for specific events (ibid). For the qualitative forecast 
there are numerous considerations needed to be made surrounding the 
judgments. Below those stated by Makridakis et al to be the most critical and that 
directly affect the forecast will be considered. Even though the criteria’s for which 
a decision is made from remains the same the mind of the forecaster might have 
changed and will be reflected in a different decision – this is what Makridakis et al 
refers to as the human bias and inconsistency. A change of mind where there is 
no apparent reason is a serious bias with a serious negative effect. Inconsistency 
can be avoided by formalizing the decision making process by adopting rules and 
determine how important factors should be weighted. This is referred to as an 
expert system with decision (ibid). A further step towards a consistent process is to 
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monitor the decisions that are made to see their effectiveness. Criteria’s for 
decisions might change through time, new rules needs to be adapted and the 
expert system be reviewed – the need for this will show by monitoring the 
effectiveness for decisions made (ibid). 

3.3. Surrounding the forecasting process 
A number of mathematical tools to evaluate/review a forecast and measure 
accuracy were given in the “Evaluation” section above. In this section a more 
thorough investigation for the need of reviews and measures will be discussed.  
 
In the article written by Rick Hoole et al it is said that the first step in any 
improvement program is to establish an effective measurement framework to 
access performance. Accuracy can be measured at different levels in the product 
structure (e.g. article code, sub-family, family etc) and drilling further down, i.e. 
towards article code, will prove accuracy more difficult to attain. This is discussed 
by Jean V. Murphy where he calls it granularity of forecasts (Article, This demand 
Signal is clear: Less push, More Pull, in Global Logistics & Supply Chain Strategies). 
Rick Hoole et al showed that the above average performing companies measured 
accuracy at all levels in the product structure but put an extra focus at a higher 
level. When measuring accuracy at a higher level it also showed that the above 
average performer used “dollar” volume as a weight instead of units to report the 
accuracy. The reason to use dollar volume was to reduce the impact from low 
cost – high volume products in the accuracy measures. This will provide a focus 
on the high cost products and can be linked to other “dollar based” metrics such 
as inventory performance (ibid). Besides choosing an appropriate level in the 
product structure to measure at the forecast period has to be chosen. The most 
common approach here is to measure one forecast period to its actual, e.g. the 
first forecasted month is later measured to the actual for the same month. 
Another approach could be to use a “multipoint” metric which would include a 
number of periods appropriately weighted to create the measure. The latter are 
more common to be utilized by the above average performing companies 
according to the article written by Rick Hole et al. Here four measuring points 
were combined and appropriately weighted on average to report forecast 
accuracy. 
 
A forecast can be built from multiple sources and include various assumptions. A 
common fraise used in computer science is garbage in, garbage out. 
(wikipedia.org). If a forecast is based on faulty source data or assumptions are 
built from bad information the forecast will consequently most likely have a high 
error. Rick Hoole et al state that “a forecast is only as good as the assumptions it is 
based upon”. To find ways to improve the forecasting process it is not enough to 
measure the final forecast, sources has to be validated and assumptions made 
has to be traced and measured. In the same article Rick Hoole et al discuss the 
need to succefully motivate sales people to create a forecast. In the survey from 
which Rick et al built their conclusions it showed that 60 percent of the above 
average performing companies used the forecast accuracy to evaluate the job 
performance. Clearly, companies that align responsibility and accountability 
achieve superior performance levels (ibid). 
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3.4. Method selection 
It is important to stress the fact that there is no need to rely on a single 
forecasting method. The use of regressions, times series and judgmental forecasts 
can all be brought together to create the final forecast. According to Krajewski et 
al the use of combinations of forecasts based on multiple sources produces more 
accurate forecasts. A combination forecast is produced by averaging independent 
forecasts based on different methods, different data or both (ibid). Makridakis et al 
states that the challenge for a company “is to exploit both the advantages of 
statistical predictions and the unique ability of human judgment to deal with 
systematic changes in patterns/relationships which statistical methods cannot 
predict as they can only extrapolate the continuation of such 
patterns/relationships”. An important aspect in selecting a forecasting method is 
that under “no circumstances” choose a method solely for its accuracy or 
statistical sophistication (Makridakis et al). One factor that Makridakis et al 
emphasize is the use of a forecast for explanatory purpose. The forecast is not 
solely to provide a final number but also to explain the data behind. A more 
sophisticated method also requires better trained forecasters. A shared 
conclusion of both Mentzer et al and Makridakis et al is that the use of more 
sophisticated techniques only has a small effect on achieved accuracy. Prior to 
adopting a more sophisticated method its usefulness has to be carefully 
evaluated (Mentzer et al). For time-series data the characteristics of the data helps 
in choosing an appropriate method. Seasonality doesn’t present a potential 
problem because of its regularity in behavior, instead the challenges are in the 
magnitude of randomness and the behavior of the trend cycle (Makridakis et al). 
Another important consideration adjacent to the characteristics of the time-series 
data is the type of data (yearly, quarterly, monthly, weekly etc.). It is known that as 
the level of aggregation increases (from weekly towards yearly) the randomness 
diminishes (ibid). The rule-of-thumb here is that larger randomness indicates a less 
complex method to be used.    
 
When putting together a forecast it is not expected to generate 100 percent 
accuracy even thou its attempted. Jean V Murphy has written in is article that 
“demand is not really a single number, it's a probability”. And as mentioned in the 
previous section a forecast is not better than the assumptions on which it’s built. 
This gives the reason for the prediction intervals explained in the “Evaluation” 
section above.  
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4. Empirical study  
This chapter will provide a general presentation of the production forecast process 
and also give a more detailed description of production forecasting in region 
Europe. 

4.1. Introduction 
Europe is one of several regions that are asked to send in a production forecast 
for their need of instruments to be produced by the Instrument Manufacturing in 
Umeå. The process is called the UmePFP (Umeå Production Forecast Process) and 
origin from the Instrument Manufacturing in Umeå. More information about the 
UmePFP process along with templates can be found in APPENDIX A. The UmePFP 
considers all instruments today manufactured in Umeå where time series 
forecasting hasn’t been sufficient. The forecast is a monthly occurrence and asks 
for the number of instruments that has to be produced during a specific time 
period, not sold, and is therefore called a net unit forecastw. The template that is 
used allows the level of detail to shift to reflect the available data in the region. 
The region can for example chose whether to forecast a demand on an article 
code level or at a forecast family level.  
Protein Separation –Sales Support Europe (PS-SSE) is a support function for the 
sales forces in Europe and located in Freiburg (Germany). One of their 
responsibilities includes creating a monthly unit production forecast to be able to 
populate the UmePFP template. To be able to populate the template PS-SSE has to 
consider a number of different sources. This could either be a discrete source 
where an exact number could be presented or a source derived from example 
knowledge and experience which can’t be written down in exact numbers working 
more as an influence. Working with the production forecast takes up a lot of time 
for PS-SSE and much of the time is spent rooting out discrepancies in the data 
sources. The process for how to create a production forecast for the European 
sales isn’t well defined and it is difficult to explain in distinct step. In the section 
below the main data sources together with compiling methods are described – 
just as the process, descriptions are in many cases a bit rough.  

4.2. Manufacturing and the ÄKTA-family 
In the UmePFP template a number of products show for which manufacturing 
requires a forecast. The ÄKTA-family is one of many forecast families where a 
forecast is required and consists of twelve active individual article code numbers. 
The instruments can be built to stock but has historically always been 
manufactured to order. The ÄKTA-family is manufactured in Umeå from where it’s 
sent to the central distribution point (CDP) in Uppsala. For European orders the 
instrument is normally sent directly to the final customer from CDP.   

4.3. Data sources 
A number of data sources are used today and as mentioned before, not all are 
easy to define or their impact on demand easy to explain. While some data 
sources are more distinguished others could enter the forecast disguised. The 
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disguised data sources is difficult to trace and can be said to work as an influence 
to the forecast where effects aren’t translated into a specific number but rather 
alter the forecast arbitrarily. These influences could for example come from 
gained information about marketing campaigns and market development. In this 
section you will find a description of the main data sources that PS-SSE uses today. 

4.3.1. Historical demand 

There are two different records looked at to give a view for the historical demand, 
first and most used is invoiced orders and second is received orders. Both are 
described in this section. A short introduction to the ordering procedure and the 
how different orders are issued is necessary before looking into the specifics. 
The information about the ordering procedure, invoiced order report and received 
order report is based on interviews conducted in Freiburg by either phone, mail or 
in person.  
 
Ordering procedure 
An order for a system is always placed through the regional order handler where 
it is received either by mail, fax or by phone. When the order comes in it may carry 
a requested date meaning the system is not wanted until the customer (a 
customer is always external if not explicitly written otherwise) is ready to receive it. 
If an order carries this information when received by the regional order handler it 
is always entered into the ERP-system. If the order doesn’t have a request date it 
will by default receive a requested date one day after the order was entered into 
the ERP-system. (Susanne Huvar-Sboui, Interview, January 30th, 2006) More 
information and a detailed process map for the ordering procedure can be found 
in APPENDIX B.  
 
There are two main order types used today. First is SOw-orders which can only be 
issued by the customer and secondly SP-ordersw which are normally issued by the 
Account Manager (AM), in some countries called Sales Specialist (SS), and has to be 
confirmed by either Sales Manager or Sales Director (see APPENDIX C for more 
details regarding the hierarchy within sales) . The SP-orders can be placed for two 
reasons either as pre-orders or for demonstration purposes. The first kind could be 
used when the AM/SS feel confident in bringing in the customer order but places 
the SP-order to reduce the delivery time. These cases often occur in the end of the 
year when lead times from production for the instruments are drawn out and the 
pressure to make the sales is high. Demonstration instruments are normally 
needed in the beginning of the year and placed during the last month of the year. 
These orders are used as demonstration units during the year and normally sold 
to customers in the end of the year (Michael Blaicher, Interview, February 2nd, 
2006). (Susanne Huvar-Sboui, Interview, January 30th, 2006) 
 
The different order types take different routes through the supply chain before 
they are finally invoiced and more detailed information regarding this can found in 
APPENDIX B. During 2005 about 85 percent of all orders leaving CDP were SO-
orders. If the SP-order would be replaced by a SO-order before leaving CDP it 
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would be annulled and replaced – of the total number of orders received to CDP 
during 2005 more than every forth order were initially placed as SP-order. See 
APPENDIX D for more details. 
 
Invoiced order report 
Invoiced orders are used as the main source to reflect the historical demand. An 
instrument will turn up in the invoiced-history when it has been invoiced from the 
region to a customer. (Heike Dosenbach, Interview, February 16th, 2006). For 
instruments within the ÄKTA-family the average lead time (LT) is about four weeks 
(APPENDIX D). That is the time it takes from that the order is placed until it leaves 
CDP, not necessarily invoiced to a customer. If the order for example was placed 
as a SP-order for demonstration use it will take about one year from placed until it 
is invoiced to customer (Michael Blaicher, Interview, February 15nd, 2006). An 
additional reason for why there may be a delay until a system is invoiced after 
leaving CDP is something called revenue recognition. For some systems the 
company is not allowed to invoice the customer until a numbers of measures are 
taken, e.g. the system needs to be installed at the customer site and the users 
trained. This is not the normal case for the ÄKTA-family but worth remembering if 
looking into other product families. 
 
The data for invoiced orders are presented in a excel spreadsheet and updated in 
the beginning of every month (according to GE calendarw. The data in the 
spreadsheet is divided by month and into the forecast families - with some 
manual work by PS-SSE also into separate article numbers. (Heike Dosenbach, 
Interview, February 16th, 2006)  
 
Received order report 
In addition to look at invoiced orders, PS-SSE also takes into account the number 
of orders received by the regional order handler. The date at when the order is 
placed is used and only customer orders (SO-orders) are considered. The data for 
received orders is presented in an excel spreadsheet divided into weeks and 
product groups – with some manual work this could be separated into forecast 
families and separate article codes. This report is updated weekly. (Jürgen Pfaff, 
Mail conversation, February 17th, 2006). 

4.3.2. Prospect database 

According to Encyclopedia Britannica Online (Prospect, 2006) the word prospect 
implies expectation of a particular event, condition or development of definite 
interest or concern. Before the actual order from the customer comes through it 
starts with a prospect – a prospect is the first instance where information about a 
future sales can be found. Prospects therefore have the possibility to provide a 
good view for what to expect of future sales. Prospect that show in the Lotus 
Notes database utilized by the European sales force is a lead to future sales where 
the company has identified a potential customer for a product. 
 

                                                      
w see wordlist 
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The Account Managers (in some countries Sales Specialists) in the different regions 
enters their prospects into a database created in Lotus Notes. A prospect is 
entered into the database when a customer has expressed interest for an 
instrument and the sales person has made contact with the customer. An 
instrument needed for demonstration purposes won’t find its way into the 
prospect database. When the prospect is entered a number of fields are asked to 
be populated.  

 
Figure  4-1  Prospect entry mask in Lotus Notes 

 As can be seen from the “snap-shot” above the product description (drop down 
list), expected ship date, expected order date, a probability that the customer has 
money to buy a instrument (P1)  and also a probability that the customer will buy 
the system (P2) from GE Healthcare are all asked to be populated. For each 
probability five pre-defined stages are allowed (APPENDIX E). The prospect stays in 
the database until a customer order is placed and the required update has 
occurred. Updates are required when prospects are won, lost, changes in 
probabilities or there are changes in expected dates. (Cäzilia Rombach, interview, 
February 13nd, 2006) 
An extraction can be made into Excel from which the PS-SSE team filters out 
prospects above a certain multiplied probability. During 2005 the percentage 
chosen has changed from 50 percent down to 24 percent. This change has given 
PS-SSE a higher number of prospects to work with. The next step for PS-SSE has 
been to derive a monthly value for the number of instruments with expected ship 
date in the first three forecasted months. There have been at least two problems 
for PS-SSE to handle in this step. First, on an average every tenth prospect in the 
database doesn’t have an expected ship date or the expected ship date is only 
entered with a year (APPENDIX E). This problem has been solved by also 
considering the expected order date which gives an indication of when the 
customer “should” expect the order to be delivered. Second, the existences of 
prospects where the expected ship- and order- date both are outdated. These 
prospects make up about 8 percent of all prospects in the database but if the 
probability also is considered the amount increase to above 15 percent (APPENDIX 
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E). This problem can’t be solved unless PS-SSE starts calling/mailing the 
responsible persons. This would be very time consuming and therefore these are 
left out from any calculation. In the chart below the distribution of the prospects 
per month are presented. Those below 0 are the “old” prospects referred to above. 
As can be seen the number of prospects rapidly decreases and for the production 
unit forecast and the data has only been used for month 1-3. (Michael Blaicher, 
Interview, January 31st, 2006). 

Distribution of prospects
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Graph  4-1 Distribution of prospects presented by offset-week (based on 5 extractions) 

4.3.3. Budget 

The budget as a source to the production forecast is a delicate matter to explain 
but may have a high impact, especially when it comes to quarter- and year end 
closing. The budget as it works today is a top-down budget where management 
sets a $$- or a percentage target to reach for the overall business. The budget is 
then broken down to smaller and smaller components. The budget PS-SSE 
receives after the year end closing can be broken down into Product Groups (see 
APPENDIX C for the products hierarchies). Detailed information at this level has 
proved to be of little value for production forecasting. One reason is that the 
budgeted figures for the Product Group often is based on assumptions made 
when the budget was first set in the beginning of the autumn – a time when 
details at a low level, such as Product Group, are difficult to predict. Interesting to 
mention is that in 2005 one third of all recorded sales for the ÄKTA-family were in 
December (see for example Graph 5.3). Also, sales managers know they have to 
reach a target of a certain percentage for the total Business Area, no matter the 
dispersion among the underlying Product Groups. After revising the budget an 
expected growth for the Product Center could be derived. How the growth target 
can be translated into individual Product Groups within the Product Center will be 
derived by PS-SSE. What PS-SSE does is first to look at the quantities sold during 
the previous year and then adds the percentage growth for the Product Center. If 
this increase makes sense it will stay and if not it will be decreased or further 
increased to better provide a realistic number – realistic could be interpreted as; 
from experience within PS-SSE validated information from sales people about the 
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actual market development, discussions with marketing, product management 
and finance.  
Now PS-SSE has a number of systems for the total year which has to be 
distributed throughout the year. When the year starts the distribution between the 
months, the phasing, is derived from the budget together with historical sales. This 
work with the budget is made in the beginning of the year and provides the 
expected number of systems to be sold for each Product Family until year end. 
(Matthias Härringer, Interview, February 21st,2006) 
 
When the first months start passing PS-SSE might see a need for adjustments of 
the numbers of instruments first planned, e.g. the first month of a quarter may 
turn out poorly and sales are weak. If this case occur PS-SSE needs to consider if 
they think sales will recover and if so when - will it be during this quarter, next 
quarter or even this year. The translation of the budget into a production forecast 
is considered rough due to the reason that the budget is for an aggregated 
number of product groups but if sales are lagging behind the budget in the year 
end business it will most likely be a number of incentives for both customers 
(campaigns) and sales people (additional bonuses) to increase the sales. The 
strong quarterly focus for the business to report results is one reason for the 
peaks in sales in every quarter end and why the budget is considered to have a 
big impact throughout the year. (Matthias Härringer, Interview, February 21st,2006) 

4.3.4. Backlog report 

The wording “backlog” indicates that an order is placed but not yet delivered. In 
the backlog report created for the European backlog the report contains all parts 
on the order that hasn’t been delivered (invoiced) from CDP for both SP- and SO-
orders. When an instrument is delivered from the manufacturing site to CDP there 
can be a number of reasons for an order to get stuck in CDP and therefore 
remains in the backlog. A common explanation is that the order is a “ship 
complete” order and if something on the order is missing the order stays in CDP 
(for order procedure see APPENDIX B). The backlog report is normally used to track 
the delivery situation and plays an important function for finance and sales to be 
able to track when revenue could be recognized. In the report two different dates 
appears; a “promise delivery date” and a “requested date” according to the 
headlines in the report. The “promise date” is when the order is acknowledged to 
be delivered from the Instrument Manufacturing while the “requested date” is 
when the order is requested by the customer. The report is normally updated once 
a week but during the last two weeks of a quarter it’s updated every day. (Melanie 
Diehm, Interview, February 20th, 2006)  

4.3.5. Other Influences 

The above described sources are the most significant in today’s forecasting 
process and are considered for the forecast on a regular basis every month. As 
mentioned earlier there are other data sources that may have an impact on the 
forecast but enters the forecast as an influence and is not presented as a specific 
number of units. The influence could for example come from discussion with 
marketing people, Sales Directors, Sales Managers/ Sales Specialist, Product 
Management etc. Influences affecting the forecast are always present but the 
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origin and their impact differs. The objective at this point is not to present a 
detailed description for these influences only to identify the existence.  
 
In the last quarter the present number of SP-orders available is also considered. 
The report is created by PS-SSE. It is based on information about instruments used 
in training and demonstration purposes and are expected to be available in the 
end of the last quarter of the year. (Michael Blaicher, interview, January 30th, 2006) 

4.4. Compiling the sources 
As mentioned previously part of the process is difficult to describe in distinctive 
steps and actions, compiling the sources into a forecast is one of those parts. The 
process is rough and varies in time and the sources used are not always 
trustworthy or accurate. Most of the work is done by hand and in addition to the 
more significant sources described above other influences such as knowledge 
and experience plays a big part but is not always recognized.  

4.4.1. Preparations 

In previous steps PS-SSE has prepared the sources and the information needed. 
On a regular basis the following are prepared: 

• A historical figure for both invoiced and received order per month  
• A extraction form the prospect database, with prospect filtered at a certain 

multiplied probability, for the three first months 
• A backlog report consisting of orders that hasn’t been delivered from CDP 
• A approximation of the year end figure derived from the budget per 

forecast family 
• In the last quarter of the year a report for the available instruments 

previously used for demonstration purposes are prepared 
 
Besides these sources PS-SSE has other influences, described above, that have an 
important impact on the final forecasting figures. 

4.4.2. Forecasting the three first months 

If “enough” prospect could be extracted from the database these are directly 
transferred into the forecast template at a detailed level (article code number). If a 
filter for the multiplied probability is set to 24 percent it would imply that each 
prospect above this probability will be treated as one unit. The probability level 
chosen for the filter is a result from discussion within PS-SSE for what level best is 
expected to correlate with actual sales. The philosophy is that the number of sales 
that can be expected in the first forecasted month also should correlate with the 
number of prospects that shows in the extraction made. When looking into the 
second and third forecasted month the number of prospects will decrease and 
not meet with what could be expected to be sold. If the number of prospects is to 
low, from what is expected from PS-SSE, the eventual gap will be derived from 
history and populated as non-system-specific (per sub-family i.e. Basic, Basic UPC, 
Explorer and Purifier) in the template. There might also be cases when the number 
of prospect is too high and in these cases a reduction is made. If PS-SSE has 
knowledge about SP-orders for demo-instruments that will be placed these will 
also be taken into consideration and added on top of the prospects. Also the 
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budget will have an impact on these three first months, especially when closing in 
on the year end. From consulting the budget and from experience within PS-SSE 
the number of instruments that can be expected to be sold is derived. By looking 
into historical invoiced orders for the recent past months PS-SSE will have an idea 
if there is a gap that might imply that the budget won’t be reached. A gap would 
influence the sales force to work extra hard to bring in prospects and it might be 
incentives for both customers and sales people to make this happen. If PS-SSE 
sees a possibility to close a gap they will take this into consideration when 
compiling the forecast. This gap could also be the other way around i.e. sales has 
been higher than expected and therefore sales in e.g. the last month of a quarter 
might be pushed into next quarter. To help deciding this gap PS-SSE takes help 
from the received order report. This report gives PS-SSE a feeling for how the sales 
has developed during the last month and serve as an influence to decide the 
eventual gap to reach a budget. These interpretations of the impact from the 
budget are not translated into exact numbers but influences PS-SSE when 
compiling the numbers for the forecast. (Michael Blaicher and Matthias Härringer, 
Multiple interviews during January and February 2006) 
 
A gross forecastw is now produced and next step for PS-SSE is to consider already 
placed orders and available instruments. Already placed orders are considered 
today by looking at the backlog report. The instruments that have a promised 
delivery date in any of the forecasted months will be subtracted from the forecast. 
For the year end business a report for available demo-stock that will be used to 
fulfill customer orders is created and also taken into consideration when the 
forecast is compiled. (Michael Blaicher, interview, February 15th, 2006) 

4.4.3. Forecasting the bucketsw 

For the buckets (explained in APPENDIX A), populated at a forecast family level in 
the template, the prospect has no value and instead the historical invoiced order 
report together with the expected year end numbers derived per product family 
from the budget has a high impact. If sales have been weak in the beginning of a 
year the forecast will be adjusted for the remaining of the year to show the first 
budgeted year end number. These adjustments are made through out the year as 
along as it is not assumed impossible to achieve. The phasing between different 
quarters is derived from historical invoiced orders together with the budget. 
Michael Blaicher and Matthias Härringer, Interview, January 30th, 2006)  

4.5. Performance 
The forecasting process described as the UmePFP replaced its forerunner in 
October 2005 – the first forecast was sent to manufacturing for November-05. 
Only a few data-points for the new process are available and therefore it is at this 
stage difficult to tell its performance. In the chart below both values from the 
existing process, UmePFP, and the previous process has been included. A 
comparison is made between forecast and actual demand for different 
forecasting months and shows the forecast accuracy error. MAPE has been used 
to calculate the forecast error, more information about MAPE in APPENDIX F. 

                                                      
w see wordlist 
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Actual demand is here portrayed as the requested date for the order which is set 
by the customer, or in the case of SP-order set internally. 

Forecast Error
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Graph  4-2 Calculated forecast error by MAPE for the three first forecasted months 

The average forecast error for the first forecasted month during the period April to 
October was about 45 percent. These values are based from the forecast received 
through the old process. For the period November –March values are from the 
UmePFP process and the average error for the first forecasted month was about 
22 percent. More details and data can be found in APPENDIX F. 
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5. Analysis 
In this chapter the data and information later used to create the unit forecast is 
analyzed. The results will later help giving the suggested process improvements in 
the next chapter. 

5.1. Historical demand 
A good start when trying to tell the future is sometimes to begin with the history. 
In those cases it’s important that history is written in a truthful way. History can be 
used to compare forecasts made in the past and will identify their accuracy. In the 
forecasting process two different demands types are frequently mentioned, the 
gross demand and the net demand. The gross demand is for sales without any 
other consideration than demand from the customer while net demand makes 
adjustments to show the number of instruments requested from production. The 
difference is a matter of availability and internal demand. The method going from 
gross to net demand is straight forward as long as the availability and internal 
demand can be accurately calculated. For GEHC the availability and the internal 
demand are not easily calculated and the need to track the history for both 
demand types must be considered. To identify when an instrument actually is 
requested is not always easy and first thing is to understand when the customer 
demand first surfaces. For a customer order (SO-order) demand for an instrument 
is expected to surface no later than at the time the customer accepts an invoice. 
On the other side, the customer normally accepts an invoice at the same time the 
delivery of the instrument is carried out. Finally, a delivery of an instrument can be 
carried out no earlier than when it’s requested by customer. The important final 
conclusion is that at the date the instrument is requested also could be translated 
into gross demand. 
An instrument may, as mentioned in previous chapter, also be ordered internally 
(SP-order). These instruments are later sold to customers and the SP-order is 
connected to the SO-order. In these cases demand for an instrument occurs prior 
to the customer demand and there is a difference to the gross demand 
mentioned above. The figure to reflect the net unit number of instruments 
requested therefore has to take in consideration when it was first requested.  

5.1.1. Quality 

Today the reports (Invoiced order report and Order intake file) showing historical 
demand do not consider when instruments are requested nor the internal orders 
that are placed. The historical demand for net and gross demand will not be found 
in these reports. The requested order date (or wanted date) is provided when an 
order is placed into the regional ERP system. This is either provided from the 
customer or internally if the order is a SP-order. If a customer doesn’t give 
information about a requested date the date the order was placed will be used as 
a default. In these cases the customer is expected to request the instrument the 
same day as it was placed. 
 
Two problems have been identified regarding the truthfulness of the requested 
date that follows the orders. First, if a SP-order is placed for the purpose to reduce 
lead time and the SO-order comes through before the order has been delivered 
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from CDP the SP-order will be annulled and replaced by the SO-order. The 
requested date on the customer order would then indicate a later date than when 
the instrument actual was requested. In 2005 about one third of all the SP-orders 
received were annulled before they were delivered from CDP (APPENDIX D). This 
difference can’t be traced in the system today but this difference has been 
considered not to be of any greater magnitude and therefore of less importance. 
The annulled SP-order can be assumed to first have been placed to reduce lead 
time and thereby not truthfully reflect when they were actually requested i.e. if the 
instruments were at all time in stock the need to place an order to reduce lead 
time would have lost it purpose and therefore there isn’t a need to track these 
orders. The second problem that has to be taken into consideration is whether the 
requested date provided by the customer is truthful. Customers know there is a 
lead time for the instruments ordered – still four out of five orders are placed with 
requested date within two days. Every fifth of the customers doesn’t have the 
possibility to receive the instrument the next day and instead provide, on an 
average, a date that is four weeks into the future (APPENDIX D). Would the 
customer’s behaviors regarding requested date change if the instrument 
manufacturing had all instruments in stock? If this were the case it would imply 
that the actual requested date is not truthfully the next day from order but “X“-
number of days into the future. The customers would then be aware of the lead 
time but doesn’t bother if their actual request date is within the lead time.  
The median lead time is about four weeks which suggests that half of all 
instruments delivered are delivered before four weeks – actually ten percent is 
delivered within a week. The distribution of the lead time can be seen in the figure 
below (APPENDIX D). 
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Graph  5-1 Lead time distribution for Europe (All orders, placed until delivered from CDP) 

The very short lead time (< 1 week) is expected to be due to prioritization which 
the Account Managers/Sale Specialists are aware of. Due to their contact with the 
customers they should be aware that there is a possibility the instrument could be 
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shipped earlier than the average lead time, much earlier. Therefore, if there is an X 
described above it should be rare and not be of any high number.  
 
Even though there are some concerns regarding the accuracy for the requested 
date as a measure for demand (net or gross) it is still a far better alternative than 
any other date available (order date, promised date, delivery date). If the 
requested date has any flaw it would be that its to “early” – but knowing that the 
customer would accept an invoice there is no reason not to strive for meeting the 
requested date. 

5.1.2. Use of the data source 

Both the gross demand and the net demand history play important parts in the 
forecasting process. As written in the Empirical study PS-SSE is responsible for 
creating the net unit forecast requested by production. The accuracy of the net 
unit forecast can only be measured in comparison to the net demand history and 
the importance of the source is evident. Also the gross unit history plays a very 
important role. Besides providing a possibility to measure the accuracy of a gross 
unit forecast the gross history will have an important part in combination with the 
prospect database. In the prospect database potential customer orders are 
entered and given a probability together with an expected date. The accuracy and 
correlation to actual sales for these prospects has to be reviewed and that can 
only be made in comparison to a gross demand history. A more detailed 
description of how the gross history can be of help and the work with prospects 
will be described later. Besides providing valuable information to compare 
forecasts/expectations to actual demand the history can be used to create a 
forecast it self.  
 
By looking at a time plot together with a seasonal plot for the net unit history 
valuable information about trends and seasonality can be achieved.  

Time plot ÄKTA Family
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Graph  5-2 Time plot created for the ÄKTA family for 2001-2006 

The above graph show a time-plot for the demand which is helpful in finding out if 
the data show any trend. In the case for the ÄKTA-family the data exerts a little if 
any trend. The trend was derived as fitting a straight line through the series based 
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on data from the previous three years. The fitted line was only based on complete 
years re-calculated at year end. This method was chosen because of the very 
strong seasonal indices’ the data exhibited which other methods such as moving 
averages and exponential smoothing methods were influenced by.  

Seasonal Plot - ÄKTA family
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Graph  5-3 Seasonal plot created for the ÄKTA family for 2001-2006 

Above a seasonal plot for the ÄKTA family demand is provided where seasonality 
can be assumed because the months follow a yearly pattern, e.g. December is 
always strong while July is always weak. The seasonal indices can be calculated in 
various ways based on de-trended data. Most simply is just a calculated average 
based on the previous years.  
 
Both the decomposition models as well as more complex models, such as Holt-
Winters model were tested with 2005 as an evaluation year. The model that 
proved to score best based on the MAPE calculation was the Holt-Winter method. 
Below a graph has been created with the Holt-Winter method is for quarterly data 
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(APPENDIX G). 

Winter-Holt (Quraterly data)
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Graph  5-4 Forecast created by Holt and Winter’s method, MAPE was 15 percent. 

 
For the ÄKTA-family even a forecast that was created at a forecast family level per 
quarter showed to have an average forecast accuracy of less than 85 percent 
with the Holt-Winter method. The model was fitted for the period of 2003-2004 
and than tested on 2005.  
 
To solely trust time-series forecasting methods is not an option and other inputs 
for the final forecast have to be sought (prospects, budget or other influences) 
especially to be able to provide more details. Even so history remains important 
and having the indication based on a forecasting method that cares for both 
trends and seasonality (e.g. Holt-Winter’s method) is an important input. Due to 
the high forecast error it becomes even more important to provide descriptive 
statistics for the accuracy. Prediction intervals together with other measures 
should be considered as described in the theory chapter.  
 
Historical demand is a vital input in the forecasting process both in building the 
actual forecast and reviewing the final forecasts. The information that has to be 
updated and provided based on the historical demand is: 

• Historical gross demand 
Defined as the number of instruments requested (derived from the 
requested date/ wanted date on the order) by the customer (both SO-order 
line types). Besides building a forecast this information is later used 
evaluating prospects data and also reviewing the gross unit forecast.  

• Historical net demand 
Is defined as the number of instruments requested (derived from the 
requested date/ wanted date on the order) by the region and will include 
both SO and SP orders. Besides the actual forecasting this information is 
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later used to measure forecast accuracy for the net unit production 
forecast sent to manufacturing. 

• Forecast 
A fitted forecast to the time series data both considering trends and 
seasonal indices together with descriptive statistics showing its accuracy 
have to be created a for both gross and net demand. Due to the fact that 
Holt-Winters method only provided slightly better measures for MAPE a 
simple decomposition as shown in APPENDIX G should be used to create 
the forecast.   

5.2. Prospect database 
Manufacturing is in need for more details regarding what instrument to produce 
than what the times series forecast models can provide. In this case, where 
history has fallen short to provide these details the hopes are put on the prospect 
data. The prospect database has the potential of providing a glimpse of the future 
in detail. Vital information following the prospects are information about what 
product the customer shown interest for, the date when the expected demand 
(gross or net) is expected to occur and the probability for the demand to occur.  

5.2.1. The quality 

The data in the prospect database today has flaws. From extractions made an 
average of 15 percent of the prospects was out of date and about five percent 
had a faulty expected ship date (see Empirical chapter). Prospects in the database 
are a reflection of expected customer orders (SO-orders). A prospect is won when 
the customer places an order and lost whenever turned down by the customer. 
Either case indicates a change of status for the prospect and should not be 
included in the extraction made for the forecasting. Updates are also required 
when changes occur in expected date, product or probability. A prospect for 
which a customer placed an order but where it’s not removed from the database 
will be counted twice. A prospect is only supposed to change status to won when 
a customer order (SO-order) is placed, therefore SP-orders placed wouldn’t be 
traceable in the prospect database. 
 
Since the start of the Forecast Design project a few changes have been 
introduced in the database to improve the quality and usability of data from the 
source. First, the expected dates (changed and effective in April) now consist of 
requested ship date and expected invoice date – both mandatory. This change will 
also leave a possibility to make extractions of data from the prospect database 
that is very close in definition to the gross demand discussed previously. The date 
will now always be available but not necessarily updated and correct. 
The second change is regarding the tracking of SP-orders. The prospect database 
has a well defined purpose (see 4.3.2) and entering prospects for anything but 
expected sales to customer would be wrong. Still, in those cases where an order is 
pre-placed to serve a prospect, due to any reason, the information that an SP-
order is placed must be noticeable in the database.  If not noticeable the same 
problems as for non-updated won prospects occur – they will be counted twice (at 
least). Introduced in the database is now a checkbox witch gives a possibility to 
leave information whether a SP-order has been placed or not. Even with these 
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changes in place more measures needs to be taken to improve the quality. The 
database is today not reviewed or measured in any way. A number of reports 
suggested to help improve and track the quality of the prospects database can be 
found in APPENDIX H.  

5.2.2. Use of the data source 

It was stated that the prospect gave a glimpse of the future. Such information is 
not served on a silver plate but requires work. The correlation between prospects 
and actual outcome needs to be tracked to aid in creating an understanding for 
what information the prospect brings. History of prospects and actual outcome is 
needed – but unfortunately this has not been done continuously in the past. The 
prospect database itself doesn’t give possibility to backtrack the history and 
weekly extractions have therefore been initiated (February-2006). These 
extractions, working as snap-shots, are put into a excel pivot table and together 
with some calculations provides a view of how prospects develop during the 
weeks prior to where they are expected – this has been called development of 
prospects (more info in APPENDIX H). From the prospect development information 
a scatter plot can easily be created. As in the example below it will show if a 
correlation exist between the number of prospects seen and the final number of 
instruments sold. 

Scatter plot
Prospects seen 12 weeks before the expected date
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Graph  5-5 Example of a scatter plot for sales compared to number of prospects seen 12 weeks 
before the expected date (i.e. only prospects for offset-week 12). 

In the graph above a linear relationship between the actual sales and the number 
of prospects (P1*P2) seen 12 weeks prior to the expected date can be noticed by 
identifying a linear relationship (more information about scatter plots in the theory 
section and in APPENDIX H). At different number of weeks before the expected 
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date scatter plots can be created to view the correlation at the specific times. 
Changing the number of weeks and choosing between to measure all prospects, 
prospects above a certain percentage or prospects calculated with their 
probability will provide valuable information. By adopting a simple regression 
analysis this information can be used to create a forecast. Also a multiple 
regression can be considered working with all prospects, probability prospects 
and prospects above a certain percentage in comparison to actual sales should 
be considered. For example, prospects calculated using their probability 
compared to all prospects might never surpass a certain ratio giving a certain 
limitation. Before further developing a more complex usage, as in the example 
above, just providing simple scatter plots for different number of weeks will be 
extremely useful when evaluating prospects. Due to the very limited availability of 
prospect history the suggested method of working with prospects has not been 
analyzed enough to give any conclusions. According to Makridakis et al (1998) it is 
difficult, and dangerous, to draw any conclusions about correlations with less than 
30 measure point (at present there are 3). 
 
The method of working with the prospects is today inconsistent and their impact 
to the production forecast varies between different months (see Empirical chapter). 
The lack of historical data leaves only speculations to be made regarding the 
more detailed treatment of prospects. What can be said with certainty is that the 
solution for how to treat the prospects is to be found in how prospect correlates 
(at different level and through time) to actual sales.  
 
The timing of how prospects enter the database is not known at present. It is 
believed (author and PS-SSE) that many prospects enter the database late, having 
a life length of less than two months. A more precise number for the life-length of 
prospects, and especially winner prospects, is needed and a suggestion for how it 
should be calculated is given in APPENDIX H. 
 
Assume that one third of the final winner prospects have a life length of less than 
one month. This imply that looking at the prospects for the production forecast (2-
4 months ahead in time, first month not forecasted) will provide less than two 
thirds of the winners. Can it be expected that these two thirds make a good 
representation for the distribution of different instrument types for the final 
winners? In APPENDIX I this is argumented and the final conclusion is that any 
distribution to be derived from the prospects database should be based on the 
probability calculation (P1 x P2) and only let to represent the expected winner 
currently in the database.  
 
The prospect database would be more important if the quality improved. Even so 
the database is a important source when evaluating the demand for the coming 
three to four months. Based on the prospect data a number of tables and graphs 
can be created. These reports all give important information about the quality in 
the database and will help put together the final forecast.  

• Correlation 
Scatter plots created for different “offset weeks” comparing prospects to 
the actual demand will help in deriving demand 
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• Development 
The flow-of-information into the database shows in the development 
graph where the number of prospects increases closer to the expected 
date. If this curve is flat it wouldn’t matter if the extraction were made 5 
weeks or 15 weeks before the expected date 

• Life length of prospects 
The percentage of “winner”-prospects that can be expected to show in the 
database X weeks prior to the expected date is crucial information for the 
later treatment of the prospects 

• Update frequency 
The level of attention given to the prospects 

 
More details regarding these reports and from what data they are built from can 
be found in APPENDIX H.  

5.3. Budget 
As mentioned in the Empirical chapter GE Healthcare works with a top down 
budget where targets seldom can be found on levels beneath the product centers 
(PC). The ÄKTA-family belongs to PC46 witch consists of a 14 different product 
groups of whom six are forecasted. The ÄKTA family itself actually consists of two 
product groups, Explorer and Purifier (APPENDIX C). Regions and peoples within GE 
Healthcare are measured closely to their budgets and will work very hard to 
achieve the goals set. The problem for forecasting is that there aren’t separate 
targets for the product group and therefore any gap to the budget for PC46 will be 
closed by increases in any of the 14 different product groups. 

Budget to Actual 
(calculated as abs(actual-budget)/actual)
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Graph  5-6 Budget compared to actual revenue per quarters during 2003-2006 Q1 calculated  

The above graph shows the budget compared to actual sales for PC46 per quarter 
from 2003 to the first quarter in 2006. The table below shows the values from 
which the graphs have been created. 
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Quarter Outcome High/Low Error  Occasions 
Avg. 
error 

2003-Q1 88% L 12% High (H) 6 6% 
2003-Q2 75% L 25% Low (L) 7 29% 
2003-Q3 51% L 49% ALL (abs) 13 19% 
2003-Q4 101% H 1%    
2004-Q1 22% L 78% Average outcome 87 % 
2004-Q2 96% L 4% Average accuracy (1-MAPE) 81 % 
2004-Q3 100% H 0%    
2004-Q4 117% H 17%    
2005-Q1 106% H 6%    
2005-Q2 65% L 35%    
2005-Q3 99% L 1%    
2005-Q4 104% H 4%    
2006-Q1 109% H 9%    

Table  5-1 Calculated values for outcome (actual as denominator) and of error (High/Low) when 
comparing budget to actual revenue for 2003-2006-Q1.  

The average accuracy for the budget to actual sales during this period is 81 
percent. Looking historically at budget figures compared to actual sales it gives 
valuable information. For example: 

• When the actual is lower than budget it shows with a big marginal 
(average error of 29 percent). 

• The result seldom stretch more than a few percentage on the plus side 
compared to budget (average 6 percent). 

• In Q2 the budget has been difficult to reach while Q4 has been met and 
overachieved every year. 

• The budget can be seen as a stretch target not easily meet. 
 
The big dips that have shown in 2003-Q3, 2004-Q1 and 2005-Q2 have to be 
treated as extraordinary occurrences. And from discussions within PS-SSE it’s 
understood that these occurrences didn’t come as total surprises. The conclusion 
is therefore that íf nothing extraordinary is expected the forecast for a total 
quarter therefore has to be inline with the budget and shouldn’t be allowed to 
exceed it with more than a few percentages. The budget can therefore be said to 
be of importance for the forecast as long it can be traced to individual forecast 
families. 

5.4. Backlog report 
The previous discussed sources; prospects, historical demand and budget might 
all give indication for the expected sales of instruments needed for the gross 
forecast. Looking at the closest month there is a possibility that orders have 
already been placed and therefore must be considered in the net unit forecast. 
Instruments in the backlog that have been requested for already past month are 
denoted as backorders. In the backlog three types of orders have to be identified. 
There exist two types of SO-orders in the backlog, the most common is the 
customer order supplied from CDP. The second is customer orders that are 
supplied from the regional distribution point (RDP). These can be distinguished by 
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having different line types. A third order type exists which is the SP-orders. The 
backlog has to provide the requested date for all three types of orders. 

• Order supplied from CDP 
Requested date for all orders supplied from CDP  

• Customer order supplied from RDP   
Requested date for orders supplied from RDP  

• SP-orders 
Requested date 

 
The report today doesn’t provide the possibility to distinguish between customer 
orders supplied from CDP or RDP. 
Information regarding deliveries and revenue recognition is an important task but 
should be kept separated from the forecasting process. At this stage the only date 
of interest is when the instrument is requested – whether the requested date will 
be met or not is left for delivery reports. 

5.5. Deviation map (DevMap) 
The backlog cared for order placed but not yet invoiced, the Deviation Map will 
provide information about instruments that have been invoiced. In rare cases 
ÄKTA’s are invoiced and moves away from the backlog but due to the GE internal 
revenue reorganization process the revenue will be “delayed”. This information is 
available in the DevMap in an adjustment sheet where a minus would indicate a 
pending instrument waiting to fulfill obligations in the revenue recognition process.   
Needed information from the DevMap 

• Information for invoiced orders 
The revenue and the responding quantity for the previous months for the 
forecast families are needed. Also the total revenue for PC46 will be needed.   
• Information for pending orders  
The quantity of pending order per forecast family needed. The normal case for 
these orders is that they are “pending” from one month to the next. 

T 
he DevMap will provide information crucial for evaluating sales to the budget and 
determine if any potential gaps to the budget could be expected. 

5.6. Regional stock report 
The availability of instruments in the region will be found by looking at the regional 
stock report. In this report all instruments delivered from CDP but not yet invoiced 
to customer will show. The orders placed for demonstration purposes will remain 
on this report for a long time but for the others changes will show. For every 
instrument on the list an understanding for when they might become available is 
necessary so that they can be subtracted from the gross forecast. If this 
availability is not considered the forecast will show a higher number than actual. 
The creation of the report therefore acquires manual work for attaining this 
information. The importance to track the SP-orders and there expected availability 
is evident, about every fifth order placed is a SP order (see APPENDIX D). 
Needed information 

• Stock report 
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The stock report has to be worked through so that an expected availability 
for the instruments appears. 

5.7. Other influences and reports 
A report doesn't exist today for the demand of systems for demonstration and 
training purposes. A formal report for this demand should be considered. Today 
information about this particular demand is knowledge of individuals within PS-
SSE.  
 
As seen in the section regarding the budget above there are occasions when the 
budget is not met. In quarter two in 2005 for example the budgeted target was 
missed with more than a few percentages and such a “miss” will not come 
without notification. A sales forecast is created weekly but only at a business area 
(BA) level. The BA including PC46 also includes PC42 (Lab Media) and knowledge 
for how the deviation to budget might effect the separate PC’s can be sought from 
finance. 
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6. Process improvements 
In the previous chapter sources have been analyzed and the requirement walked 
through. A design of the forecasting process will show and the building blocks 
surrounding the process is identified and discussed. 
 
In this chapter a process is suggested for how the available information best 
should be presented and utilized to create the final forecast. It will show that the 
solution is not built on complex forecasting models but emphasizes on simplicity 
and provides a logic approach to the forecasting. Much is still left to the forecaster 
to judge and therefore the priority has been to enable these judgments to be built 
on the most important and accurate data. What this will look like will show in 
APPENDIX J where the whole forecasting process is walked through. The 
suggested design is created in Microsoft Excel and is limited to the functionalities 
within. Working and updating the information in these excel sheets requires a lot 
of manual work where errors are easily made. In APPENDIX K some suggestions 
for what needs to be done are given. 
 
The process can be divided into a number of steps which can be seen below.   

Figure  6-1 Overview of the new design for the forecasting process 

6.1. Source data 
The source data available needs to be obtained and prepared before moving to 
the next step in the process.  
 

• Backlog report 
Besides order type (SP or SO) the backlog has to provide information about 
for when the instrument is requested and whether it will be supplied from 
the regional distribution point (RDP) or the central (CDP).   

• Prospects 
The correlation has to be calculated and the development of prospects 
provided. This will require the “offset week” to be calculated. More reports 
can be found in APPENDIX H. 

• Historical demand 
Besides updating the gross and net demand history with the most recent 
figures a mathematical forecast for them both needs to be prepared. 

• Inventory (Local Stock Report) 
The local stock report has to be worked through and contact been taken 
where information about the expected availability is unknown. 

• Sales (DevMap) 
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The last month revenue and its responding number of instruments have to 
be updated for the forecast families. Also the total revenue for PC46 has to 
be updated to its history. The number of instruments pending for revenue 
to be recognized has to be considered. 
 

These sources weere described in the previous chapter where more details can be 
found. The suggested process improvements involve a more frequent use of an 
increased number of sources (reports). The quality of the source data is vital and 
before the data is utilized in the process some preparations has to be done first. 
The preparation of these sources (reports) involves much manual work but could 
be simplified using more sophisticated database software (APPENDIX K) 

6.2. Adjustments 
When the sources are prepared the next step is to see if there are any 
adjustments to be made. For the budget a validation whether it can be expected 
to be achieved or not must be considered (see section 5.7).  
 
Another adjustment that needs to be considered is how the product mix will look 
like for the future, i.e. percentage of sales among the forecasted families 
compared to all forecasted families within PC46. This is needed so that the right 
budgeted value later can be broken down and allocated to different forecast 
families.   
 
From the prospect database a table/graph is created for the life-length for the 
prospects. This information also “grows old” and has to be updated. For the 
prospects the change in quality might be due to e.g. improved quality and more 
frequents updates of the prospect database. The information that is sought here 
is how many winner prospects that can be expected to be in the database for M1-
M3 separately.  

6.3. Approximation validation 
In the analysis regarding the budget a need for breaking the monetary value 
down to units and forecast families was recognized. Today information whether 
the unit production forecast is below or above budget can only be estimated 
arbitrarily by the experienced people within the support group. Multiplying the 
number of units with the selling-price for the instrument is not enough to give the 
expectation of revenue created by the sale. The product groups them selves 
normally consist of more than only the forecasted instrument and for PC46 not all 
product groups are forecasted. The solution of the translation from units into 
money will not be exact but a solution is presented in detail in APPENDIX J.  The 
problem is graphically presented in the chart below where the revenue together 
with sold units is plotted for both product groups building the ÄKTA family. A 
straight line is then fitted according to the least-square method. 
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Graph  6-1 Example of a scatter plot created for revenue to sold units for the ÄKTA family 

A formula for the fitted line will appear and can be used to give an approximation 
for revenue expected from a number of instruments sold. This has been done for 
all forecasted product groups. These approximations have later been used to 
make an additional approximation for all product groups that PC46 are built up 
from.   
Given a formula to translate units into money will mean also that a budget could 
be broken down into units.  Tracking eventual gap to budget and translating the 
budget and the gap to units will give a strong indication for a maximum number 
of instruments that could be expected to be sold. On the other side, the number of 
units needed to meet the budget, comparing information from other sources, 
might seem unrealistic and the support team can raise a flag of notification. 
 
As mentioned above the approximation is built on the least square method fitting 
a linear curve to a sample of historical data. This historical data might change 
appearance through time and the approximation “grows old” and has to be 
adjusted. It is important that the accuracy, or inaccuracy, is well understood 
before making use of its result. The validation part consists of a graph (shown 
below) comparing the calculated revenue based on units to the actual revenue.  
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Graph  6-2 Approximation fitting for PC46  and the ÄKTA family respectively 

Together with the graph key-indicators for measuring accuracy are also 
presented. 

6.4. Gross forecast 
A gross forecast will be created for the coming months based on a number of 
inputs and are to show the requested number of instruments from customers. The 
gross forecast creates a valuable input for understanding the potential of revenue 
that could be recognized and will later give the possibility to tell how the product 
center is doing compared to the budget. The first input to consider for the gross 
forecast is the prospect situation. The prospects are presented in a graph (shown 
below for May) where it can be seen how they develop (Prospect development-
chart). The graph provides information about how many prospects are visible at a 
specific week before the prospect was expected. Below in the graph prospects for 
week 16 shows the number of prospects 16 weeks prior to the start of May i.e. end 
of January. (More information about the Prospect Development chart can be 
found in APPNDIX H). 
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Figure  6-2 Prospect development chart in the Design      Figure  6-3 Scatter plot in the Design 

 
Having the information about the prospects them self doesn’t say much but 
together with the scatter plot and calculated correlation the author expects them 
to become very helpful. That is of course if the correlation is strong. Together with 
this information the present number of instrument in the backlog is provided for 
the looked at month. The number of instrument presented is based on the 
requested date. 
Another important input is the historical data for previous years. Besides 
presenting the historical data graphically, both by months and quarters, it is used 
to fit a more sophisticated forecasting model where trend and seasonality been 
considered. The analysis has shown that fitting a model still provides high errors 
and variance and its accuracy therefore has to be provided in easily understood 
measures (MAPE, variance, prediction intervals). Although a high error show for 
the fitted model it will still provide valuable information. A time-series model will 
provide trends and seasonality stripped from personal assumptions and 
influences parting from what history has shown.  
 
Budget figures should be treated with skepticism but it would be wrong not to 
take them into consideration. In the previous section a model for how to translate 
the PC budget value into units for the forecasted families were presented (and the 
other way around). From this model we can calculate a number of figures 
interesting for comparison.  
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Figure  6-4 Left; calculated units from budget compared to actual units sold. Right; calculated units 
based on budgeted value for rest of the year 

With the model mentioned the number of instruments needed for coming month 
can be shown as well as the comparison budget to outcome for past months. 
There are a number of considerations to be taken that affect how strong the 
indication from the budget should be allowed to be.  

• The unit number is built on a approximation which has a variance 
• A decline in sales for the ÄKTA-family could be leveled by increased sales 

for any other forecast family within PC46. 
• To achieve budget the revenue might come not only from the gross 

forecast but also from present backorders (requested prior to MO) and 
pending orders showing in the deviation map.  

• Eventual gap (+/-) between budget quantity and actual invoiced quantity 
 
These considerations all build up a high uncertainty surrounding the budget but 
from history it is known that the actual sales in most cases only misses budget 
(see table 5.1) with a few percentages – and the budget can only be achieved by 
selling instruments.  
 
Indications have now been collected from prospects, history and budget and it is 
time to compile this into a gross forecast. The values are presented and by 
considering the previous graphs and considerations PS-SSE can decide upon a 
gross forecast to use. 
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Figure  6-5 Summary of indications from budget, history and prospects together with information 
about current backlog and backorders. 

For more information about the table above and explanations for the represented 
data see APPENDIX J. 
In this step the primary objective has been to present data in an understandable 
and simple way mostly utilizing graphical presentations. For the forecast further 
out than four months the usage of prospects are not of use and here historical 
data and budget figures will have increased impact. For the ÄKTA-family the gross 
forecast are here set but before moving to the “Review” step all forecast families 
within the product center has to have their gross forecasts created. 

6.5. Review revenue 
At this point a gross forecast is created for all forecast families within PC46. By 
also considering backorders, pending orders and already invoiced instruments a 
comparison can be made between calculated revenue values and expectations in 
the budget. If the gross forecast for any reason departs much from the budget 
another walk through the creation of the gross forecast should be considered – 
unless the deviation from budget can be expected. What this will look like 
graphically is shown below. 
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Graph  6-3 Forecast translated into $$ and compared to the budgeted value for PC46 total. Pending 
and Past includes the value for all backorders and orders already delivered. 

The graph show the calculated revenue based on the gross unit forecast provided 
for each forecast family. On “top” of the summarized revenue for the forecast 
families the calculated difference to the PC46 budget is put (“PG topping”). In the 
far left box (pending) the value from backorders and pending orders are 
summarized. In the “past” the revenue from already invoiced orders are collected. 
From this chart each monthly forecast can be validated to the budget. 

6.6. Net forecast 
A gross forecast is now available for the ÄKTA-family. Next step is to do necessary 
adjustments to the numbers, adding or subtracting units, resulting in a number of 
instruments that manufacturing needs to have available. Based on historical 
figures together with information from the prospects database the forecast for 
the whole family will also be broken down into further details.  
 
Starting with M1 the number of customer orders in the backlog requested for the 
time period is subtracted from the gross forecast for the same time period. This 
number is then broken down into separate article number based on part history 
part prospects. The part derived from prospects is based on the percentage of 
winners expected to be seen for that month according to the estimation made 
earlier (see section 6.2). The history part is simply “1- the part from prospects”. The 
number of prospects (based on the multiplied probability according to the 
conclusion in section 5.2.2) for a certain article is divided with the whole mass of 
prospects for the forecast family for the same month. This gives the percentage to 
use and the expected number of instruments for that specific article has now 
been calculated. From the history a number for individual articles can not be 

Revenue ($$) 
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expected but it gives a strong indication for the distribution at a sub-family level. 

 
Figure  6-6 Left; distribution between sub families within the ÄKTA family. Right; calculated averages 
for the distribution between sub families. 

In the graph the distribution is shown for the four sub-families within the ÄKTA-
family. The graph together with calculated averages for 3, 6 and 12 month back in 
time gives information so that the responsible forecast person can do his/her 
choice regarding what percentage to use. The “1- prospect part” is now multiplied 
with this chosen percentage to provide the number of units for the sub-family.  
 
Example 
Let say there are 100 units left when the gross forecast has be subtracted with the 
backlog. The winners in the prospect database are expected to be 70 percent of 
the final orders. The distribution would be to 70 percent based on prospects and 
30 percent on history. In the forecast 70 units will show on an article number level 
while 30 instruments only will show at the sub family level. 
 
The breakdown only refers to the forecast for M1-M3 and for the buckets only a 
forecast for the whole family is requested. There are two more things to consider 
before a net forecast has been completed which applies both to M1-3 and the 
buckets. The expected availability and also demand for SP-orders. The expected 
demand is simply added to the forecast while the availability might need some 
more thoughts. The availability of SP-orders doesn’t have to correlate to a 
demand which might lead to a surplus of supply. If these orders are simply 
subtracted to the forecast a minus value could therefore appear. The calculation 
therefore has to care for this kind of situation which is done simply by using a 
“max of” formula. 
 
The calculated value will show fraction of units and will not directly translate into a 
forecast. The calculations provide a suggestion for the number of units to forecast, 
it is up to the forecaster to finally decide whether to go with this suggestion or not.  
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Figure  6-7  Example of the final forecast table  

The table above show that if the forecaster would have decreased the values for 
individual article number or sub families the “difference” will end up as a forecast 
for the total family (Above: Adjustments on total family 12 pcs). 

6.7. Storage and traceability 
The forecast has now been created and it’s now up to manufacturing to have the 
instruments ready in time. It was stated in the objectives that there should be 
traceability for adjustments to the forecast. The net unit forecast only allows 
changes to be made for the distribution within the family so the traceability should 
be at a gross forecast level. At this point the base forecast (see section 1.2) has not 
been created. The lack of prospects history leaves no possibility for creation of a 
forecast based solely on prospects. Only building a base forecast on budget and 
historical demand is not seen as an alternative. As long as there is no base 
forecast there are no “judgmental” adjustments made to the forecast only a 
judgmental forecast based on indications provided by history, budget, prospects 
and other influences. The question about what data needs to be stored is of more 
interest at this point. Both the gross forecast and the net forecast should be 
stored for comparison to actual and for next months forecast. When a base 
forecast is created it needs to be stored as well as the adjustments made each 
month. This would allow the size and effectiveness of the adjustments, judgmental 
calls, to be traced and necessary improvements identified.  
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6.8. Surrounding the process 
A design of a forecast process has been presented in the previous sections. The 
process it self will not automatically generate a high forecast accuracy – it is 
dependent on its surrounding. This section will identify the necessary building 
blocks needed to provide a process stable through time and generating forecasts 
with a high accuracy. 

6.8.1. Source quality 

It can not be mentioned to many times, the quality of the sources from where the 
forecast is built will determine the faith of the accuracy. Sources may not always 
be exact but in these cases it’s important that measures are given so that 
expectations are not set to high. Detailed definitions of the data in the sources 
have to be provided. When changes occur and data in the source is changed the 
definitions have to be updated and involved people notified. The prospect 
database has to be treated a bit different. The prospect database can be said to 
exist of expectations for future sales and its accuracy of doing so has to be 
monitored (see section below). For the prospects database a set of reports are 
suggested in APPENDIX H. These reports are to be used to better appreciate the 
information within the database and working with improving the quality in the 
database.  

6.8.2. Reviews 

Perhaps the biggest drawback in today’s forecasting process is the lack of reviews. 
Without reviews the forecaster is blindfolded and wouldn’t know if there was a 
need for improvements. A lack of reviews will also undermine understanding the 
purpose for the forecast and thereby deteriorate the quality. Effort or no effort (i.e. 
accuracy or no accuracy) the feedback for the work done remains the same and 
the logic way would be to lessen the effort and perform other tasks instead. The 
author has identified two different areas for the reviews; one to lead the way for 
improvements and the other is for comparison.  

• Improvements, lead the way for improvements by showing if an 
improvement is needed and if so where.  

• Comparison, the objective is to provide an understanding if the forecast 
created is good in comparison to its surrounding. A comparison of the 
average forecast accuracy between two regions would provide 
information about the relative performance and provide information for 
what could be achieved.  

 
The two areas for the reviews are overlapping but points out two different areas 
of usage. The comparisons, as explained above, have its usage in manufacturing 
and are a task for the management of the total supply chain. The region has to 
focus on the former, measures to find out where and if improvements are needed. 
The “if” is partly answered by comparison measures but has to be supplemented 
with additional measures within the region. Suggestions where reviews has to be 
made and also how these should be made are provided below.  
 
Net forecast 
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A simple measure such as MAPE is used to track the percentage error of the 
forecast sent in. All periods for which the forecast is sent in for should be 
measured. The denominator in the calculation is the requested number of orders 
during the forecasted period. A complement to MAPE is to provide the number of 
deviating units with corresponding +/- sign. These measures are easy to interpret 
and together they will show if improvements are needed and to some extent 
where. E.g. a constant minus sign would indicate a non-random occurrence and 
the forecast should be increased accordingly. Both measures should be given in 
graphs together with calculated averages. 
 
Gross forecast 
The difference between a net forecast and a gross forecast are the number of 
available SP-orders and already placed orders. This difference in this case is not a 
straight forward calculation and therefore the need for a review of the gross 
forecast is just as evident as the review for the net forecast. The suggested 
measure is the same as for the net forecast. 
 
Assumptions 
When a forecast can be created as a combination of the individual indications 
from budget, prospects and time-series forecast it will need a “final” judgment 
before it’s sent to production. The size and direction of this judgment have to be 
traced and measured to provide information for its accuracy.   
 
Prospects 
In the theory chapter it was stated that a forecast is not better than the 
assumption on which it’s built. For the prospects a correlation plot is suggested to 
be used to compare the number of instruments requested by the customer (not 
SP-orders) to the number of prospects visible in the prospect database at a certain 
offset-week. The offset-week is chosen to be inline with the number of weeks to 
the start of the month to forecast. The prospects are used as indication for three 
different months which would indicate three different correlation plots to be 
created. A simple regression will be created together with a prediction interval to 
provide the indication based on prospect information and what accuracy to 
expect. The plotted correlation is made on a forecast family level. 
 
Budget 
A graph together with calculated MAPE is again used. For the budget the revenue 
in dollar is compared to the budgeted value. This is made at a Product Center level. 
 
Time-series forecast 
For the created forecast based on the historical demand a calculation of MAPE 
together with a graph of forecast and historical demand will help in judging the 
newly calculated forecast. This calculation is made on a forecast family level for 
both a quarterly and monthly forecast. 
 
A number of different reviews were suggested above, some more important than 
others. If all calculations have to be made manually the suggestion from the 
author would have looked different. A database has to be created which allow all 
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these reviews to be calculated automatically and allows them to be extracted 
when needed. As the objective for this paper was to improve the net unit forecast 
sent to production the focus is on the review of the same.     

6.8.3. The supply chain 

Assume two regions send in there forecast to manufacturing, region A has used 
the “finger-in-the-air” approach and when the orders comes through it shows a 
very poor accuracy. Region B puts in more effort and finally a forecast error of 
only a few percentages appears in the monthly review. In manufacturing today 
orders placed for the forecasted instruments are served as first-in-first-out - if no 
further prioritizations are made this will also show in the number of deliveries to 
the region. A strong opinion here is that deliveries should reflect the forecast 
produced, not to punish bad forecasting but promote those doing a better job. 
When region A exceeds its forecast with more than X percent the remaining order 
will be served last. The X percentage should be deicide based on the average 
forecast accuracy. This would most probably generate forecasts that are 
constantly higher than the actual order income and next step would be to work 
hard with increasing the forecast accuracy. Actually the calculation for the 
forecast accuracy is created for this kind of situation, a to high forecast to actual 
will show a high inaccuracy due to the fact that the actual number of orders are in 
the denominator.  
A solution to the expected “high” forecasts could be to let the regions be 
responsible and take the costs for the inventory the “high” forecasts may create. 
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7. Conclusion 
In this chapter the objective that was set in the beginning of the project will be gone 
through together with suggestions for further work and finally a general discussion 
about the project as such. 

7.1. Fulfilling the objective 
The objective for this project was to design a forecasting process which would 
help PS-SSE to create the net unit forecast requested by manufacturing in Umeå. 
The more technical part in the new design involves the translation of the budget 
into units, calculation for the correlation (between prospects and actual sales) and 
creation of a forecast based on time series data. These are all important 
indications of what the future might bring and their level of complexity has to be 
weighted to the benefits they bring. The objective to reduce the repetitive work of 
preparing the source data will be fulfilled at the time the new database (see 
APPENDIX K) will be in place. The time spent by PS-SSE can from this point in time 
be deployed more into validation instead of preparation. The new process may 
not gain in simplicity but certainly has an increased and more logic structure 
which will give way for improved forecasting accuracy.  One objective that hasn’t 
been met is the creation of a base forecast and in its absence also the possibility 
for traceability. It is the author’s opinion that the base forecast should include 
input from the prospects and not solely be based on budget assumptions and 
historical demand.  
 
The “Surrounding the process” section points out what needs to be in place if the 
process will remain stable. A reviewing mechanism has to be in place and it's the 
authors opinion that good forecasting needs to be promoted. Suggestions for 
measure of forecasting accuracy were discussed in section 6.8.2. The final 
question is if this process will generate an improved forecasting accuracy? It is the 
authors’ opinion that the process will bring an improved accuracy but not to a 
satisfying level unless the quality in the data sources can be improved.  The design 
is believed to improve the understanding regarding what sources that is 
imperative for generating a good forecast. A good forecasting process is a 
prerequisite in generating a forecast with good accuracy – this prerequisite has 
been improved with the new design.  

7.2. Suggestions for further work 
The lack of a good base forecast is an issue by itself but it also means that the 
judgmental changes can not be traced and measured. When the prospect history 
allows it a more thorough analysis should be conducted and at this time a 
combination forecast based on prospects, budget and historical demand might be 
a solution. Reviews can be made locally in the region but promoting a good 
forecast has to be a global initiative where all regions are involved and has to be 
considered by the functions surrounding the supply chain.  
Further value could be brought to the forecasting process if a more formalized 
channel for information regarding the budget could be worked out. This is needed 
to allow adjustments to be made at a product center level for expected budget 
increases or decreases.  
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Marketing shouldn’t be cut out of the forecasting loop and their input for planned 
campaigns should be considered when creating the forecast. (These campaigns 
are partly captured by increases in the prospect situation but a campaign won’t 
be captured before it’s launched and customer starts to show interest).  
Before incorporating more products into the forecasting process a validation 
whether it should be forecasted or not has to be made first. This is a question for 
the manufacturing site and the supply chain manager to decide –asking the 
region for a forecast should be made when the alternatives proves inadequate.  
Finally, but not least, the data sources and their quality has to be monitored and in 
many cases improved. Definitions for what data is found in the reports created 
has to be crystal clear and when changes occur there has to be a chain of 
information going to all parties taking part of the reports. For the data in the 
prospects database reports for checking the quality has been suggested in 
APPENDIX H. How to enforce or encourage Sales Specialists and Sales Managers 
to give extra attention entering and updating prospects is a challenging task left 
for PS-SSE to decide. 

7.3. Discussion 
The empirical chapter showed that the existing forecasting process wasn’t as 
complete as the author first thought. Due to the fact that few sources from the 
original process proved to be of use in the final forecasting process the case study 
lost some of its value. Improvements couldn’t be built on an existing process and 
instead had to be built from scratch. Providing a common structure for the 
empirical study, analyses and result chapters are preferable but would have been 
more than difficult in this paper due to what has been stated above. 
 
One of the biggest challenges through out the course of this project has been not 
only to define the right sources but to retrieve the data without flaws from the ERP 
system. This proved to be a challenge but also a key for high quality source data. 
The reports previously utilized by PS-SSE involved different key persons and did 
not always have the primary objective to satisfy PS-SSE with data for the unit 
forecast. In the method chapter the issue with secondary data was discussed and 
this has been considered when a new database was suggested (APPENDIX K).  
 
For the prospect database a number of improvements have already been 
implemented or at least initiated along the course of this project:  

• Allowing the prospect development to be tracked and correlations to be 
calculated by storing weekly snap-shots of the prospect situation 

• Change the definition for the date that has to be entered for each prospect 
to better be inline with expectations for gross and net demand 

• Making all dates mandatory 
• Include additional fields/data in the extractions of the snap-shots to enable 

the creation of the reports found in APPENDIX H. 
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9. Word list 
 
ÄKTA-family Consists of the sub-families Basic, Purifier and Explorer 

(a.k.a. core ÄKTA family or std ÄKTA’s) 
AM  Account Manager 
Backlog A already placed order with a past requested date 
Backorder A already placed order not yet delivered 
Bucket A term used in the UmePFP template. A bucket consists of 

1-3 months. See APPENDIX A for more info 
CDP Central Distribution Point 
GE calendar The first month in each quarter consists of 5 weeks 

followed by two months with 4 weeks, 
Gross demand The number of requested instruments by external 

customer  
Gross forecast Number of instruments expected to be requested by 

external customers during a specific time period 
Net demand The number of requested instruments from production 
Net unit number Number of instruments requested to be sent from 

manufacturing 
Prospect A potential customer interested in purchasing an 

instrument 
PS-SSE Protein Separation – Sales Support Europe 
RDP Regional Distribution Point  
SO-order Customer order issued by customer 
SP-order Pre-order  or placed for instrument needed for 

demonstration purpose 
SS   Sales Specialist 
Standard Instrument A term used for instruments produced in the 

manufacturing in Umeå 
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A. APPENDIX - UmePFP process 
This appendix will provide information about the Umeå Production Forecast 
Process known as UmePFP.  
 
The picture below show a snap-shot of the template used for the ÄKTA-family. A 
forecast is requested for three months and three buckets. The first bucket always 
consisting of the remaining months to the next quarter besides the month 
forecasted individually. The first bucket can therefore consist of 1-3 months. The 
second and third buckets always consist of a quarter (three months).  

 
Figure  A-1 UmePFP template 

The number to be populated into the template is a net unit number. This is the 
number of instruments needed to be sent during a time period where the already 
placed orders been subtracted for the month they were needed. The level of 
details requested differs for the buckets and individual months. For the months a 
more detailed forecast all the way down to an article code level can be populated 
while the buckets only can be populated at a forecast family level. 
 
The timeline is shown in the picture below and as can be seen the first forecast is 
sent in approximately one month before the start of the forecasted month.  

 
Figure  A-2 Overview of the UmePFP process 
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B. APPENDIX - Ordering procedure 
 

1 /
GE Title or job number /

4/18/2006

Customer

Key account man.

Sales rep.

Order handler Uppsala Umeå Uppsala
Complete delivery 

required?

Everything available?

Customer accept partial invoice?

SP

SO

SP

SO

Yes

No

YesNo Yes

No Wait until everything 
is available

Wait until everything 
is available

Demo system?         Yes

No

Ship and INVOICE customer              

Ship to region and 
wait for real order

Ship to customer and 
wait for real order

SP or SO order

From here we get the historical 
sales figures (invoiced)

From here we get the historical 
received orders figure

Ordering process for SO and SP orders  
 

The above picture shows the ordering procedure and also where data to the 
existing reports are taken from. Worth mentioning is that no deliveries will occur 
from CDP prior to the requested date provided on the order. 
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C. APPENDIX - Hierarchies 
Below the product structure and the structure within sales are presented  
 
Structure within sales 

Sales Director 

(regional)

European Sales Director

Sales Manager, SM

Key Account 

Manager, AM

Sales Manager, SM

Sales Specialist, SS

 
Figure  C-1 Hierarchy within the sales organization in Europe 

  
 
Product structure 
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78 

Accessories
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Purification 
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Specialty Products

42

Purification Media

28

Laboratory

Separations

38

Direct Income

10

BioProcess 

Separation

80

Pumps
81

Fraction Collectors

82

AKTA Prime

90 

AKTA Explorer

91

AKTA Purifier

92

AKTA FPLC

166

AKTA HPLC

93

AKTA Xpress

250

AKTA Pilot

310

Common Dom. 

Business Area (BA)

Product Center (PC)

Product Group (PG)

Forecast 

Family

AKTA Fam

Forecast 

Family

AKTA Prime

Forecast 

Family

AKTA FPLC

Forecast 

Family

AKTA Xpress

Forecast 

Family

AKTA Pilot

Forecast Families

1 articel number 12 articel number 1 articel number1 articel number1 articel number

Figure  C-2 Product structure from Business Area down to Product Groups and Forecast Families 
 

Product center 46 consists of 13 product groups of which 6 finds there way into 
forecast families. 
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D. APPENDIX - Instrument orders 
Three topics will be presented in this APPENDIX; information about SP and SO 
orders, lead time and also the requested date provided on the orders. 

SP and SO orders 
Requested SP orders based on extraction from DAS for 2005. The left graph shows 
only delivered SP-orders while the graph to the right includes annulled SP-orders 
as well. The annulled SP-orders have either been completely cancelled or been 
replaced by an SO-order. 

SO and SP orders requested 2005

SP-orders
18%

SO-orders

82%

 

SO and SP orders requested 2005
including annuled SP orders

SP-orders
29%

SO-orders
71%

 

Graph  D-1 Left, distribution of SP and SO order during 2005. Right, distribution of SP and SO orders 
during 2005 including annulled SP orders (expected to have been replaced as SO orders). 

During 2005 37,5 percent of the placed SP-orders were later annulled. 

Lead time 
Based on deliveries during 2005 from CDP the average time between the order 
place date and the delivery date the graph below was created. 
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Distribution of Lead Time
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Graph   D-2 Distribution of Lead Time based on delivery date (from CDP) subtracted with the date the 
order was placed 

The average lead time is 27 days between from the date the order is placed until 
delivered from CDP. And the calculated median is 25 days. In the graph above it 
shows that more than 10 percent of the orders are delivered within less than 7 
days from when the order is placed. 

Requested date 
In the chart below both invoiced orders (to customer) and the requested number 
of orders are shown. The data is extracted from DAS and based on invoiced 
respective requested orders during 2005. 
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Requested and inoviced orders

Jan Feb Mar Apr Maj Jun Jul Aug Sep Okt Nov Dec

Requested

Invoiced

 
Graph  D-3 Comparison of requested orders to invoiced order per month during 2005  

The difference can be explained partly by the placing of SP-orders and partly by 
the lead time. The biggest differences can be seen in the beginning and during the 
end of the year. This is because instruments are requested for demonstration 
purposes in the beginning of year and sold during the end of the year.   
The average difference between the requested date and when the order was 
placed were during 2005 about one week (6,19 days based on requested orders 
during 2005). For the orders requested during 2005 four out of five orders (78 
percent) were requested less than two days from the date the order was placed. 
For the orders that were requested with a future data (more than two days) the 
average was more than four weeks (28 days) with a median of 27 days. 
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E. APPENDIX - Prospect database 
This APPENDIX will go trough key information surrounding the present setup of the 
Lotus Notes prospect database. 
 
When entering the prospect into the database the user is requested to provide 
two different probabilities. The detentions are provided in the table below. The first 
probability (P1) is regarding whether the customers have money while P2 is 
whether the customer will buy from GE Healthcare. 
 Probability 1 (P1) Probability 2 (P2) 
10 % Exceptional use, very long term It’s a long shoot  
25 % It’s a grant application We’re in a lab that likes a competitor 
50 % They are good at winning money 

or an industrial with an annual 
budget 

They are ÄKTA users already or they 
like our sales arguments 

75 % Customer indicates that funding 
is almost certain or has a good 
grant review 

We’re negotiating  

100 % Customer has indication that 
grant is/will be awarded 

We have a order or it’s in the 
purchasing loop 

Table  E-1 Definitions for selectable probabilities for P1 and P2 in the prospects database 

The quality of the prospects has been frequently questioned from the forecasters 
within PS-SSE. Below a table been put together based on prospects extractions in 
five different months (2005-10-04 to 2006-02-13). The first tables look at all 
prospects regardless of the probability while the second table takes the 
probability into consideration. 
TABLE 1 (All Prospects)       
Problems October November December January February Avg. 

Old prospects 5% 6% 7% 14% 7% 8% 

Missing exp ship date 3% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 

Ship date only year (future) 5% 5% 9% 11% 10% 8% 

Future year or missing ship date  7% 8% 13% 15% 14% 12% 
Tot. No of prosp 508 542 514 470 510 509 

Table  E-2 Quality issues by percentage for prospects extracted at five different occasions. In this 
table all prospects regardless of probability was used. 

TABLE 2 (Prospects by probability)       
Problems October November December Janaury February Avg. 

Old prospects 11% 11% 14% 25% 14% 15% 

Missing exp ship date 1,0% 1,0% 2,2% 1,6% 2,8% 2% 

Ship date only year (future) 1,9% 1,3% 3,2% 6,3% 5,0% 4% 

Future year or missing ship date  3% 2% 5% 8% 8% 5% 

Tot. No of prosp 88,3 129,2 120,6 82,9 99,9 104 

Table  E-3 Quality issues by percentage for prospects extracted at five different occasions. In this 
table prospects counted with their probability (P1*P2*QTY) was used. 
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Old prospects are prospects that have an expected date prior to the extracted 
date.   
 
Based on 15 extracts during the period 2006-01-31 to 2006-04-10 a “Prospect 
development” curve been created below. The graph is shown below where 
separated into two curves, one for all prospects and one for prospects calculated 
with the probability. As can be seen the number of prospects rapidly decreases 
and for the production unit forecast and therefore this data has only been used 
for month 1-3 in the forecast. 

Distribution of prospects

<-4 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 >24

Month

Q
TY All prospects

by prob

 
Graph  E-1 Distribution of prospects per month (expected date – extraction date) 
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F. APPENDIX - Performance 
In this appendix different performance measures are calculated for the forecasts 
sent by PS-SSE to manufacturing.  
 

Forecast Error
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Graph  F-1 Forecast error (MAPE) calculated for the three first forecasted month 

The graph shows calculated errors (MAPE) for the three first forecasted months. In 
November and December gaps are seen and these are due to the introduction of 
the new forecasting process UmePFP. Even with the new process forecast error 
are relative high but a strong improvement is noticed for the first forecasted 
month where the average have shrunk from a average error of 44 percent down 
to 22.  
Average error  UmePFP OLD 
FC M1 22% 44% 
FC M2 36% 35% 
FC M3 51% 28% 

Table  F-1 Comparison of average MAPE for UmePFP and the previous process which it replaced 

The table above show calculated averages for the two processes. There are only a 
few measure point available (3 points for UmePFP for FC month 3). 
 
MAPE is a calculation where the absolute deviation 
is calculated between forecast and actual and then 
divided by actual to arrive at a relative measure - 
multiplied with 100 and a percentage value show. 
For the graph above the requested date for all 
orders sent from Uppsala to the region where used. 
This information was extracted from the ERP 
system used in Uppsala. 

Table  F-2 Equation table for PE 
and MAPE 
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G. APPENDIX - Times Series 
In this appendix a number of graphs will be provided for the time series data in the 
thesis. Also the calculated forecasts based on the time series data are provided. 

Time-plot 

Time plot ÄKTA Family

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61

 
Graph  G-1 Time plot of data for ÄKTA family, 2001-2006 

In the graph above a time-plot has been created for the same data as above. 
Article Movement data has been used for the year 2001-2004, which is the date 
the instrument has been delivered from CDP. For 2005 and onwards the requested 
date for delivered instruments from CDP has been used. 
The time plot helps when trying to find out if trend exists in the analyzed data. 

Season-plot 

Seasonal Plot - ÄKTA family

Jan Feb Mar Apr Maj Jun Jul Aug Sep Okt Nov Dec

YR 2006

YR 2005

YR 2004

YR 2003

YR 2002

YR 2001

 
Graph  G-2 Seasonal plot of data for ÄKTA family, 2001-2006 

The data in the graph is provided by month based on data from 2001 to 2006. 
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The first step in the decomposition is to de-trend the data. The multiplicative 
approach was here used and the formula is provided below. 

Error  E

factor Trend  T

factor SeasonalS

nObservatioY

=

=

=

=

××= tttt ETSY

 

Table  G-1 Equation table for decomposition 

The trend was calculated as a linear fitted curve (according to the least square 
method described in the Theory chapter) for the data for the past three whole 
years. A ratio (Rt) was then calculated as the observation at time t divided with the 
calculated trend at time t. The seasonal indices were then calculated as the 
average per month for these ratios. Left is the error factor which can be 
calculated as Yt/(St*Tt). 
 
Below a graph is provided were a forecast been created by based on a calculation 
for the seasonal indices for 2003-2004 and a trend based on the previous three 
whole years. 

Decomposition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Hist. demand Trend Calc FC

 
Graph  G-3 Historical demand (boxes), trend (line) and calculated forecast based on decomposition 
analysis (dotted line) based on values for the ÄKTA family 

For the created forecast 2005 was used as a evaluation period and MAPE for this 
period was 23 percent and MAD was 7,4. 
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Table  G-2 Equation table for Holt-Winter’s method 

A forecast was also created with the Holt-Winter method (formulas above) and 
proved to have a slight better value for MAPE. The forecast show below and here 
the trend was based on data for 2002 – 2004. Alfa was here set to 0,1, beta to 0,05 
and gamma 0 0,1 (you can find alfa, beta and gamma in Table G-2). 

Holt-Winter method

1 3 5 7 9

1
1 1 3 5 7 9

1
1 1 3 5 7 9

1
1 1 3 5 7 9

1
1 1 3 5 7 9

1
1 1

Demand Forecast Trend

 
Graph  G-4 Historical demand (boxes), trend (line and forecast created by applying Holt-Winter’s 
method (dotted line) based on values for the ÄKTA family  

In addition to the monthly forecast created by Holt-Winter’s a forecast for the 
quarter were also created. This forecast, due two the law of aggregation, proved 
to have an accuracy of 85 percent during the test period (2005). Here alfa, beta 
and gamma was set to 0,1, 0,03 and 0,2 respectively.   
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Winter-Holt (Quraterly data)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Quarter

Demand Forecast

 
Graph  G-5 Quarterly forecast created for the ÄKTA family based on Holt-Winter’s method
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H. APPENDIX - Prospect database reports 
In this appendix a number of graphs and measures are provided for the information 
within the prospect database. The given set of tools will help determine the quality 
of the information within the database. Below each section the data required to 
build the graphs and tables are presented – basic information such as product 
information, quantity and origin (for tracking purpose) is prerequisites not 
mentioned.  

Prospect database 
The database for the prospects is built up from “snap-shots” from the database. 
Weekly downloads are made and the information is later used in different graphs. 
A pivot (shown below) has proved useful when comparing the prospect 
development between months.  

 
Figure  H-1 Pivot table created in Excel for the snap-shot extractions from the prospects database 

In the columns which says data three different “types” appears, in the above 
example these are; qty2, prob and 0,74. These represents (in previous order) the 
sum of all prospects, sum of prospects calculated with there corresponding 
probability and finally all prospects above 74 percent. The far left column is 
labeled offset week, this is the number of weeks prior to the month shown for the 
data field. In the above example 25 prospects (or 4,895 by prob, or 1 above 74 
percent) showed for June 16 weeks before the start of June.  
 
The pivot is built up from the following data: 
Extraction date 
Expected date 
Probability 
Also requires weekly extractions from the database 

Prospect development (The Prospect curve) 
A more illustrative way of showing the prospect database information is to create 
a graph for the development.  
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Prospect development
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Graph  H-1 An example of what a “Prospect Development” could look like. Offset-week 0 is the start 
of the month of which the prospect are “expected” for 

Being able to compare the present prospect situation to an “average” curve 
provides knowledge whether the prospect is expected to incline or decline for 
coming weeks. 
A curve of this sort also gives knowledge for the “flow-of-information”. The shape 
of the curve and especially where the curve rise (incline) is interesting. A straight 
line would indicate that the information in the database doesn’t change closer to 
the expected date and the prospect would be of less value. The point where the 
prospects start growing and the curve rises is the point where the prospect 
database becomes interesting –due to an increased flow of information. The 
prospect development graphs uses the dame data as the pivot table mentioned 
previously is built up from. 

Correlation 
Plotting sales to number of prospects in a scatter plot is one way how an expected 
correlation can be identified. If the number of prospect had a perfect correlation 
to sales the observations would be scattered in a 45 degree angle from the x-axel 
along an imaginary linear curve. Normally the observations won’t line up perfectly 
on a fitted straight line and stead they are scattered more randomly around the 
fitted line (as in the example below). The relationship between X and Y is given by: 

H.1) (Formula  Y ebXa ++=  

Where e denotes the error from a linear relation ship, a the interception and b the 
slope. 
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Graph  H-2  A example of a scatter-plot together with the simple regression formula. The prospects 
are the number of prospects showing at a specific offset-week.  

The correlation coefficient can be calculated to give answer for the relationship 
between two variables. More theory can be found in the theory chapter. 
Below the calculations for the slope and interception for the fitted line will be 
walked through along with the creation of a prediction interval as well as an 
accuracy measure (MAPE). 

Slope and interception 

A linear cure is to be fitted by minimizing the vertical error (squared) between the 
fitted line and the observation. The procedure described below is known as the 
ordinary least square estimation (Makridakis et al) but there are other ways of 
fitting a linear curve.  

H.3) (Formula    Ya
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The above formula will yield a formula for forecasting having a interception and 
slope for a fitted linear curve to historical observations of X and Y.  

H.4) (Formula    00 bXaY +=  

Having a and b calculated and provided a new value for X (X0) an estimation can 
be made for Y according to the formula above. 
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Correlation coefficient 

The formula for the correlation coefficient was given and explained in the theory 
chapter and show once again here below. 

( )( )

sought. is iprealtionsh

 a  where variables two thedenotes Y and X
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Table  H-1 Equation table for covariance and correlation 

To be able calculate the coefficient a calculation for the standard deviation for the 
two variables are also needed. In the below equations M is the variable for which 
we choose to perform the calculation for.  
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 H.8)  (Formula  S
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Table  H-2 Equation table for variance and standard deviation 

Prediction interval 

To be able to calculate a prediction interval we first need an estimate for the 

standard deviation for the error. In the formula iY  represents the calculated value 
for Y by using the fitted linear curve calculated with formula (..).  
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From this the standard error for the forecast can be estimated and which is given 
by: 
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Here 0X  is the new value utilized to produce an estimation for 0Y . To finally create 

a prediction interval the standard error has to be multiplied with a certain value (t*) 
depending on the percentage interval required and the number of observations 
available. The final formula: 
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Accuracy 

The mean absolute percentage error is a good way of showing the accuracy of 
the fitted linear curve. The formula is given below and more theory can be found 
in the theory chapter. 

..) (Formula  100P
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−
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tt
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FY
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Table  H-3 Equation table for percentage error (PE) and MAPE 

Summary 

The formula provided in this section might look much to a beginning but its easy 
understanding the results provided. Below a excel template has been created 
where data is entered and automatically calculated according to the above 
formulas. A forecast is provided based on the new number of prospects together 
with a prediction interval. The previous accuracy of the fitted line together with 
the correlation is also given. Important to remember is not to draw to many 
conclusions from the data while only few observations are available. 
 

 
Figure  H-2 Example of calculations for simple regression provided in Excel 

 
The only data needed for the correlation calculations is: 
Prospects 
Sales 
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Life-length 
The definition for life-length is the close date for the winner-prospects subtracted 
with the date the prospect was created. This will provide a number of days, weeks 
or months depending on the need for details. 
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Graph  H-3 Example of graph for Life-length of prospects (winner-date subtracted with created date) 

Knowledge about the life length for prospects is realizing what information the 
database can be expected to contain. Estimating the percentage of final winners 
in the prospect mass at a certain time will give the knowledge whether it’s needed 
to seek information from other sources.  The invented graph above shows the life 
length for prospects divided into ranges of one month. If creating a forecast two 
months into the future we would expect that 80 percent of the final winners show 
in the database. For the ÄKTA-family such information is used to divide the 
forecast for the total family into separate article numbers where 80 percent of the 
distribution for the second month would be derived from the prospects. 
 
The “life-length” requires the following data: 
Created date 
Close date (winner) 

Age 
In addition to the life-length the present age of the prospects is interesting to 
monitor. How often the prospects are updated may affect the quality and 
accuracy of the information in the database. Especially when looking at the 
prospects development chart it would be of help knowing how old the information 
is. If the prospect mass remains the same but the prospects are getting “younger” 
it would tell us that someone is actually working with the prospects even thou the 
numbers of prospects are the same. The date the prospects are extracted 
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subtracted with the last reviewed date would give the “Age” and by both 
presenting average and median would give a clear indication.
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I. APPENDIX - Derive distribution from Prospects 
Assume an extraction is made at a time when 50 percent of the winner prospect 
can be expected to show. The distribution is likely to look different depending on if 
we consider all prospects, the prospects multiplied probability or only prospects 
above a certain probability. The prospects above a certain probability level can be 
excluded if we can make the assumption that the probability associated to a 
prospect is independent to the instrument. The probability to be above any filtered 
level could be expected to increase linearly to the number of prospects in the 
database and is the same for all instruments. This tells us that prospects above a 
certain probability level wouldn’t be representative for a bigger mass. Considering 
the life length of the prospects it is also impossible to assume that only the 
prospects above the filtered level will become sales and instead winners could 
both be expected from new prospects and from those below the filtered level. The 
chart below illustrates what happens if a filtered level would be used as 
representation compared to if all prospects were considered.  

 
Graph  I-1 Left, illustration of usage of a filtered level for deriving distribution. Right, usage of plain 
probability for deriving the distribution  

As long as the probability per prospects can be assumed random along with its 
standard deviation the question whether to care for the probability attached to 
the prospects is only dependent on the number of prospects in the database. 
The (strong) law of large numbers a.k.a Bernoullis Law says that the more 
observations that are made the better one would be able to predict future 
occurrences (Katz, Victor. 1998). The length of the time span between extraction 
and the expected month for the realization of the prospects will roughly decide 
the number of prospects to show – a longer span implies fewer prospects. For the 
ÄKTA-family the population of prospects in the database is limited – on average 
the database peaks a hundred prospect for the total family which later has to be 
broken down into twelve different article numbers. This low number of prospects 
wouldn’t justify usage of the CLT. Probability or no probability the low volume 
implies that no conclusion about the distribution for the unseen prospect can be 
drawn from those we see. The conclusion regarding the distribution is only to let 
the prospect in the database represent its own mass – if the expectation is that 50 
percent of the winners show at a certain point the distribution for only this fifty 
can be derived from within. 
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J. APPENDIX - Design 
In this appendix the design created in Microsoft Excel will be provided and more 
details about calculations will be provided. The process is divided into 6 different 
steps and each step will be discussed separately. 

Step 1 – Preparations 
There are a number of preparations that are needed before the data can be used. 
Step 1 includes preparation of data for the backlog, local stock, deviation map and 
historical data.  
 
Key information from the sources: 
Backlog;  
Requested date 
Local stock;  
Expected availability 
Deviation map;  
Recognized revenue and corresponding units, pending orders (adjustments) 
Historical data;  
Requested date for all orders delivered to the region (SO and SP) together with 
requested date for all orders delivered to customers (SO’s both supplied from CDP 
and RDP). 
Prospects; 
Prospect development (see APPENDIX H) 
 
Besides preparing the source data a number of calculations have to be carried out 
in order to provide information for the following steps. 

Calculations for the translation from a budgeted value to units 

Based on the previous months an approximation is constructed for translating a 
dollar value into a unit number. Product Center 46 consist of 14 different product 
groups where six will be forecasted in five forecast families (see APPENDIX C). The 
approximation is built on the least square method to minimize the squared error 
between a linear curve and actual observation. This calculation is first carried out 
for the forecast families where the actual revenue is compared to the number of 
units sold. The formula is shown below:  

( )( )

J.1) (Formula Y and X  tosadjustmentby 

min

family,forecast per ion Approximat
2

1










−+×∑

=

n

n

nana REVENUEYUNITSX  

Where n is the period (month) looked at and X and Y would represent the slope 
and interception in a graphical presentation. An example for a graphical 
presentation is shown below where the formula for the fitted linear curve been 
calculated, x is 50,3 and y is 104,6 
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Scatter Plot
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Graph  J-1  Example of an scatter plot and a fitted linear curve between revenue and number of 
units sold. The linear regression formula is Y=50,3x+104,6. 

Next step is to use the value calculated from the approximation per forecast 
family to create a new approximation for the total value for all product groups 
within the product center. (The forecast families will stand for about 85 percent of 
the revenue, according to the budget 2006). This calculation is carried out in a very 
similar way but instead of looking at units for the individual forecast families the 
calculated revenue for the forecast families are summarized and compared to the 
actual revenue for the total product center. The formula shows below: 

( )( )

J.2) (Formula Y and X  tosadjustmentby 

....min

center,product for ion Approximat
2
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Here n still represents the period (month) and X and Y would represent the slope 
and interception in a graphical presentation. These calculations are made more or 
less automatic and the only thing needed today is to use the built in solver in excel 
to generate a new approximation based on the latest updated values. The above 
approximation is built on past values and will be used to translate the budget 
figure for future months into units.  

Budgeted value translated into unit number 

The final approximation for the product center will look like: 

J.3) (Formula

PC46for ion approximat Final

4646 PCfamfc

famfc

famfcfamfcPC YYUNITSXX +









+×× −

−

−−∑  

This formula can with some modification be used to translate a budgeted value 
for a specific period into units. This includes translation of the budget per month 
and forecast family into units and calculating eventual gap to invoiced orders. 
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Time series forecast  

For the time series data a forecast is created with the use classical multiplicative 
decomposition. The trend is derived as a linear trend for the past three whole 
years. The seasonal indices are based on averages for the past years. More details 
can be found in APPENDIX G for how to construct this forecast.  

Step 2 – Adjustments 
There are three “adjustments” to be considered 

Adjustments to budget 

First one is whether the budget is expected to hold or if increases/decreases can 
be expected. The forecaster has to manually give a percentage based on the 
expectations. To help in this situation the previous month’s revenue is compared 
to the budget and also historical values for a number of quarters are presented. 

Product mix  

Are there any trends to consider from what forecast families generating money or 
perhaps any future considerations to be made for where to expect money to be 
generated? These two questions will be considered when making adjustments to 
the product mix.  

 
Graph  J-2 Left, graph for the percentage of revenue per forecast family. Right, calculated averages 
for the percentages  

Prospects life length 

The third adjustment to consider is regarding the expected life length of the 
prospects. An extraction is made from the prospects database and the forecaster 
is asked to give the percentage of winners expected to show for the forecasted 
months.  
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Graph  J-3 Example of a graph of the life length of prospects divided into monthly ranges.  

Step 3 – Approximation 
To understand the accuracy of the approximation calculated in step 1 a graph 
and some descriptive statistics for the accuracy is provided. If the approximation 
seems to “perform” poorly another look through the preparation step should be 
considered.  

Step 4 – Gross forecast 
The creation of the gross forecast consists off three individual considerations; 
prospects, history and budget. These have been prepared in the preparation part 
and will now be presented and valued by the forecaster. 

Prospects 

The prospect development plus a calculated indication based on past correlation 
will be provided. (Not possible today due to lack of history). 

 
Graph  J-4 Left, an example of an prospect development curve for the ÄKTA family. Right, an 
example of a scatter plot for the ÄKTA family 

History 

Based on historical demand a forecast is provided calculated to consider both 
trend and seasonality. Also plain history will be show without any modifications 
made.  

Budget considerations 

From the budget the calculated number of units expected for further month will 
be provided. Also the most recent history will be shown graphically and the 
eventual gap calculated.  
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Figure  J-1 Left; calculated units from budget compared to actual units sold. Right; calculated units 
based on budgeted value for rest of the year 

Creation of the forecast 

Finally the gross forecast has to be created based on the above considerations. 
The indications are shown side by side in a table for the months to forecast and 
the forecaster can make his decision what number to forecast. Also the previous 
forecast will be provided.  

 
Figure  J-2 Summary of indications from budget, history and prospects together with information 
about current backlog and backorders. 

Below follows a short description of the headlines in Figure J-2. 
• Gross FC (far left) 
Here the previous gross forecast created will show, now N/A. 
• Budget (The three consecutive columns from Gross FC) 
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First the Gap is presented which was the actual number of systems subtracted 
to the number derived from the budget. BO stands for backorders and are 
systems requested for previous months but not yet delivered. DevMap stand 
for deviation map and the number represents the number of units adjusted in 
the sales record.  
• History 
The numbers are calculated for the corresponding month and buckets based 
on time-series data from previous years. 
• Prospects 
Three numbers are presented here showing prospects calculated as 
P1xP2xQty, Above 24 percent and All prospects. At this point no indication 
(using simple regression) is calculated from the prospects due to lack of 
historical data. 
• Base FC 
This is the future combination forecast that could be created putting 
appropriate weights to the budget, history and prospect figure.  
• Backlog 
The number of instruments requested for the time period. 

Step 5 – Review 
When the gross forecast is created for all forecast families they can be reviewed 
and compared to the budgeted value for the whole product center. A number of 
graphs are provided. If nothing has indicated that sales expect that they might 
miss budget the forecasted value should be close, very close, to the budget. If not, 
the forecaster should go back and review the gross forecast. 

Step 6 – Net forecast 
A gross forecast is set for the forecast families and its now time to take into 
consideration the already placed orders and additional demand (SP’s) the 
expected available orders in the region (based on local stock report). Also the 
break-down into more details are considered in this step. 

Break down into more details 

The break down is based on part history part prospect. The part based on 
prospects is based on the “life-length” for the prospects considered previously. For 
example, if 70 percent of the final winner prospects are expected to show for the 
first forecasted month 70 percent of the distribution will be derived from 
prospects – the rest from history. The historical distribution of instruments is 
provided in a graph (see below) and the forecaster has to choose a percentage 
based on this information.  
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Graph  J-5 Distribution in percentage of units within the ÄKTA family based on the four sub families 
Basic, Basic UPC, Purifier and Explorer. 

When this has been chosen a calculation is carried out and a number of systems 
will show for he net unity forecast. 

 
Figure  J-3 Final table for the Net Unit forecast
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K. APPENDIX - Next Step 
In this appendix some guidance to what improvements a database can bring to 
the process is gone through. The suggestions below are based on the simple 
functionality of Microsoft Access. 

All sources at one place 
A database program such as Access will allow the user to store the data in 
multiple tables in one database. The relations between these tables are defined 
and calculations (queries) can be made to take out whatever information that is 
interesting.  

 
Figure  K-1 Example of tables and their relationships in a Microsoft Access database 

Semi-automatic updates from the ERP system and Lotus Notes are possible and 
the user only has to push one button to make the necessary update. The 
download from the ERP/LN has to be made first and that is way the word semi- 
has been used. PS-SSE will have to relay the creation of multiple reports created 
by a number of different people. Instead they will have core information from 
ERP/LN and they can design there own reports. All information about open orders, 
closed orders, sales and available instruments in the region together with 
prospect information can be found in different tables – the next step is to bring 
the information together and show what is really interesting. 

Simplification 
In appendix J about the design a summary table was shown, see below. 

 
Figure  K-2 Summary table of indications to help the forecaster set a final Gross forecast 

To be able to populate this table numerous calculations have to be performed as 
well as data prepared. Using queries in the Access database these calculations 
and preparations can all be made automatic. The data can later be imported to a 
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pivot table in Excel where the user may sort and group the data as wanted. Below 
this is made for three forecast periods, M0-M1, for prospects and previous sales.  

 
Figure  K-3 Example of a export of data from Access to Excel presented in a pivot table 

The solution with a database will reduce the repetitive work for PS-SSE and at the 
same time provide data with higher quality. The database has to be maintained 
and tables and queries updated. The benefit from a database like the one 
suggested have more usage than just for the unit production forecast, both the 
delivery situation and important information for the sales forecast exists in the 
database… the only thing that has to be done is to create the query to take out the 
needed data. 




